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STAFF OF MAHILA DAKSHATA SAMITI



MISSION

To provide succour to women and children in distress and raise 

their self esteem through a four pronged approach of 'Health, 

Education, Equality and Empowerment' thereby enabling them 

to lead a life of dignity.

TARGET GROUP :

Women and Children

OBJECTIVES

v Provide Counselling services to adolescents, women in distress and 
families.

v Provide temporary shelter and succour for distraught and oppressed 
women seeking immediate help

v Provide free legal and psychiatric aid for those in need.

v Encourage education and empowerment amongst under privileged 
children and  women respectively.

v Promote child welfare and nutrition.

v Provide rural and urban health care.

v Build awareness on a wide range of  subjects related to women and 
child welfare.

v Undertake special projects that lend themselves to the above 
objectives.
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HISTORY

Women today are increasingly asserting their rightful place in Indian society. 

With greater access to education and increased awareness, they have begun 

to make their presence felt in every sphere.

Increasingly, women are instrumental in shaping our society and steering it 

towards progress. It is also heartening to note that an increasing number of 

women share the burden of income generation apart from traditionally 

shouldering their domestic responsibilities.

Despite this progress, a large number of women continue to endure gender 

bias, social injustice and indignity.

To address this persistent and deplorable state of affairs, the Mahila 

Dakshata Samiti was established in 1976 in New Delhi by Smt. Suman 

Krishankant, Smt. Pramila Dandavate, Dr. Sushila Nayyar and Smt. Mridula 

Sinha.

The Mahila Dakshata Samiti is a non governmental organization dedicated

to the upliftment of women and children, particularly those in distress. 

Inspired by the success achieved, branches were set up across the country. 

The Mahila Dakshata Samiti – Karnataka Chapter (MDS – KC) was 

established in 1991 under the dynamic leadership of Smt. Saranya S. Hegde.
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The establishment of Mahila Dakshata Samiti in the year 1991 was the birth of 

a Dream, a dream I carried in my hopeful heart for several years.  My motivation to 

start it was intense, and the support and encouragement I received from my friends and 
thcolleagues was impressive.  Today, as we stand on the threshold of our 25  year of 

existence, I reminisce fondly our journey as a Change Enabling NGO that works 

towards improving the lives of women and children in distress. What started out as a 

small venture operating out of my residence, MDS has today grown to great heights. 

We have our own magnificent building in Vidyaranyapura which houses our Office, 

Family Counseling Center, Short Stay Home, Seminar Hall, and Training Units.

Our prime area of focus is Women Empowerment. We strongly believe that there is no 

tool for development that is more effective than this. Women and girls face unacceptable levels of discrimination and 

abuse, which is not only wrong but also prevents them from playing a full part in society and decision making.  Though 

women are increasingly seen as active agents of social transformation from traditional to modernity in the home and 

work place, violence against them and discrimination at all levels is rampant in society and a deep rooted societal evil.  

Our endeavor is to create an environment for women which increases and improves their social, economic, political and 

legal rights as an individual to enable them to lead a healthy, independent and secure life. 

As a crisis intervention center, we have pledged our support to provide relief to distressed victims of domestic violence, 

sexual harassment, rape, and other forms of abuse who deserve to come out of the trauma and lead a life clothed with 

dignity, self-worth and independence. We empower them in education, health care, legal awareness, women's rights, 

protection and safety, by holding regular awareness camps. Our Dakshata short stay home has lent its support to over 

2000 women who have been victims of domestic violence, sexual harassment, rape, child abuse and other forms of abuse,  

to enable them to overcome their problems. Extensive counseling support has brought many families together and 

prevented a breakup of the family unit.

Education is the golden key to empowering women. We have worked extensively in educating the Girl child by giving 

scholarships to nearly 75-80 children every year belonging to the marginalized sections of society, right from Primary 

school, high school, pre-university and Degree courses including Medicine and Engineering.  We are proud to say that 

30 girls have completed engineering and have been placed in good companies and many who are successful doctors today. 

Our emphasis is on value based education.  Minds are impressionable at this stage and imparting good social and moral 

values helps to build the qualities of humility, strength, responsibility, honesty and integrity in a child and contributes 

to the emotional, psychological, intellectual and physical growth of a child. We believe that this would help to mould 

their personalities and make them ideal citizens of a country as they are the future of our nation. Our Samiti regularly 

contributes to this change by conducting awareness programs in schools and colleges and even in slums to build 

awareness on child protection and safety, preparedness against sexual abuse, gender equality and respect for all.

MDS is a product of hard work, focus and dedication on the part of my entire team  who also share my dream, and also 

our esteemed donors and patrons who have made our journey this far, very memorable.  We shall continue our noble aim 

of serving all sections of society and thereby contribute to building a better nation.

Saranya S. Hegde

President

MESSAGE
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2015-2016

 As women we must stand up for ourselves

As women we must stand up for each other

 As women we must stand up for justice for all –

Michelle Obama
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It is this conviction that prompted the establishment of the All India Mahila 

Dakshata Samiti way back in 1976 to mitigate the rising violence perpetrated 

on women in the form of the dowry scourge that was rampant then.

A seed that was planted then was nurtured thanks to the efforts of our 

founding member, Ms Suman Krishankant who set up a branch wherever she 

went in her capacity as wife of our former Vice President, Mr. Krishankant.

The Karnataka chapter was started in the year 1991 under the visionary zeal of 

Ms Saranya Hegde and a group of committed ladies who believed that they 

could effect change.

Ever since, it has worked strenuously to elevate the status of women and 

children both at home and in Society. It has been constantly striving for gender 

equity through the various initiatives taken up by it in health, education and 

empowerment of women who are downtrodden, underprivileged, neglected by 

Society.

Over the years it has succeeded in carving a niche for itself and has received 

accolades both from the Government as well as national and international 

Organizations for its endeavours in the field of Social Service.
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Major Highlights

Fundraising Program ‘Mastrayana’

A major event this year was the hosting of the renowned play, 'Mastrayana' by 

the internationally acclaimed Master Hiranniah and troupe. 

Over the years the Samiti has extended its scope of activities and has taken up 

a number of initiatives to meet this end. Though it is partly aided by the 

Government as well as philanthropists these funds are not sufficient and 

therefore the need for funds to execute the various initiatives undertaken

by it was strongly felt. Hence a fundraising activity was organized on the

th27  of May, 2015 in the evening at 6.30 p.m. at Chowdiah Memorial Hall.

The play was an absolute success. Nataratnakara Master Hiranniah, as he is 

widely known and his son Babu Hiranniah presented two internationally 

renowned plays – 'Lunchavatara' and 'Makmal Topi'. 'Lunchavatara is a 

satirical overview of the hypocrisy and corruption in the political arena.

The play is unique in that it holds the record of having been staged over 10,000 

times.  It is depicted differently at each show as Master Hiranniah updates

it to mirror the times. Master Hiranniah was at his histrionic best. He regaled 

Master Hiranniah & Babu Hiranniah enacting the play ‘Mastrayana’
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FUND RAISING PROGRAM ‘MASTRAYANA’

Master Hiranniah, Mr. Babu Hiranniah, Members & Staff of MDS

Release of Souvenir by

Ms. Rani Satish,

Ex-Minister

Kannada & Culture,

Karnataka

President :

Ms. Saranya Hegde

Vice Presidents:

Ms. Shalini Shenoy

Ms. Usha Kamath 

General Secretary:

Ms. Jyothi Bhandary

welcoming the audience
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the audience with his characteristic wit and charm. The audience were

rooted to their chairs for all the three hours absolutely mesmerised by the 

thespian. The plays were interspersed by the staging of a shadow play by

Mr. Prahlad Achar and a stand-up comedy by well-known humourist

Mr. Ramnath V.Y. Gundurao.

A souvenir was released to commemorate the event by Ms Rani Satish – Ex 

Minister, Kannada and Culture and Chairperson, Hutti Gold Mines. Master 

Hiranniah and his troupe were felicitated by our Samiti members. Our main 

sponsors were Hutti Gold Mines as well as Canara Bank. We were aided in the 

sale of tickets by Book My Show, Ajanta Hotel, M.G.Road, Supermarkert, 

Brigade Road, Century Club and Mantri Square, Malleswaram.

Solemnization of a Marriage

Marriage, they say is the most sacred and harmonious of all relationships 

between a man and a woman. It is the most important institution of human 

society. It results in a permanent relationship between man and woman and is 

religiously, socially and legally sanctioned.

For the first time in its history, the MDS solemnized the marriage of one of its 

residents, an orphaned girl, Ms. Geetha. She was referred to us by Vanitha 

Sahayavani. She was orphaned at a very young age and was brought up by the 

lady of the house where her mother worked. Three years back, she was 

brought to Bangalore and left in the lady's daughter's house as the old lady 

was unable to look after her. She used to do all the house work here. Over a 

period of time she found the workload too heavy for her. She was ultimately 
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Ms. Geeta’s marriage

Ms. Dakshayani’s marriage
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brought to Vanitha Sahayavani who referred her to us. We provided her with 

shelter and looked after all her basic needs. Since she had no educational 

background, we trained her in cooking, embroidery and tailoring.

One day we were contacted by one Mr. Vinay Kumar, a Team Leader in a 

Software Company. He too was an orphan and was looking for a life partner.

He came to know of our Organization through our website. He wanted to marry 

a girl who too like him had gone through hardships in her childhood. On 

hearing about Geeta he was quite keen on meeting her. Our senior Counsellor, 

Ms. Shailaja Prakash then set about checking his antecedents -his family, 

background and profession. Once satisfied, she discussed it with the 

President and the Committee members. On an appointed day a meeting was 

arranged between him, his family members and our President and some of our 

members. Once satisfied with the match, arrangements were made for a 

formal engagement. On 18th September 2015, an engagement ceremony was 

thheld in our premises. The wedding date was fixed for the 25  of October, 2015. 

Since she was an orphan, our Counsellors and Committee members took 

turns in educating her on the roles and responsibilities of married life.

thThe marriage was held on the 25  of October,16 at the Durga Parmeshwari 

temple in Vidyaranyapura. She was beautifully dressed by our members and 

looked resplendent in her bridal finery. All the members and staff willingly 

contributed by way of cash and kind for the marriage. The kanyadan was 

performed by our Treasurer, Ms Sudha Shankar and her husband,

Mr. Shankar. It was indeed a very poignant moment for the members of the 

MDS. Today she is happily settled. Every month the couple visit us. Our 

Counsellors and President talk to her regularly.

thSubsequent to Geeta's wedding, three months later, on the 29  of January'16, 

another of our residents, Dakshayani got married. Her marriage was 

conducted by her brother. The members came forward and willingly 

contributed towards the marriage. Gold earrings, vessels, new clothes, etc 

were given to her as gifts. A sum of Rs. 20,000 towards wedding expenses were 

handed over to her brother. She too is leading a blissful, married life.
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DAKSHATA FAMILY COUNSELLING CENTRE

Objective

To provide support and guidance to the distressed person in a 

professional manner

To provide the strength, skill and confidence to deal with life's challenges 

and opportunities

To preserve the family as a unit

The family is the nucleus of civilization and the basic social unit of Society. As 

Michael Novak so rightly said, it is the 'first, best and original department 

of Health, Education and Welfare.' It is when the very foundation of this unit 

is shaken that the need for family counselling arises.

Today with globalisation, there being all round accelerated development, 

relationships too have undergone a drastic change and have become more 

complex. As a result, more and more people have started taking recourse to 

Family Counselling  Centres for help. 

The Dakshata Family Counselling Centre(DFCC) was set up in the year 2000 

to address the myriad problem that women face both at home and in the 

outside world. Its mission is to help clients identify their problems, examine 

the effect of these problems on their families and above all find solutions to 

these problems. In essence, it provides a platform for the warring sections of 

the family to have a dialogue and sort out their differences.

In the year 2015-2016 a total of 155 cases were handled by the DFCC. 65 of 

these were referred to our SSH for shelter. Over the years it has been catering 

to all kinds of problems such as relationship conflicts as in marital 

maladjustment, mental incompatibility, non-consummation of marriage or 

relationship conflicts with in-laws, domestic abuse, dowry harassment, 

bigamy, sexual abuse, sexual harassment at work place, alcohol and drug 

abuse, parenting dilemmas, adolescent issues, etc.

The range of services offered are both supportive and remedial- counselling, 

moral support, legal aid and legal assistance, police protection if need be and 
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COUNSELLING
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even shelter at our SSH and rehabilitative services to make them economically 

independent.

Over the years, the DFCC has established its credentials and has come to be 

recognized for its body of work. Under the able guidance of its Head 

Counsellor, Ms. Shailaja Prakash who along with our Assistant Counsellor 

and Staff run the show efficiently, it has earned a reputation for providing 

quality and appropriate services. As a result, it has received widespread 

recognition both from the Government, other Social Organizations as well as 

the general public. We have a steady stream of clients from all over Karnataka. 

Colleges across the city have been sending their students for orientation 

programs as well as for field placements.

Aiding them in their work, is the Free Legal cell manned efficiently by

ndMs. Ambika, our Legal Advisor, who attends to these cases on the 2  Saturday 

of every month and helps these women in finding solutions to their problems.

Case Study

One case that could be worth mentioning is about Meera, a college going 

student aged about 19, who said she wanted to marry this man who was 

almost 40years and had two wives and a daughter almost her age. When her 

parents came to know this, they restricted all her movements.  Meera filed a 

complaint against her own parents. At the Police Station, Meera declared that 

she did not want to go back to her parents and so she was sent to the Samiti. 

The counselor's first priority was to make Meara understand that what she felt 

for this man was purely infatuation. Subsequently this man along with his 

wives was also called for counseling, Meera was finally able to understand her 

problem, when this man declared that he had never looked at Meera as 

marriage material. He also gave it in writing. Realizing her mistake, Meera 

reconciled with her parents and went back to them.
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DAKSHATA SHORT STAY HOME

Objectives

To offer shelter to women are in moral or social danger or who have no 

place to go

To make them self-reliant on the road to economic empowerment

Ever since the establishment of the Dakshata Family Counselling 

Centre(DFCC), we realized that a lot of cases which we dealt with were from 

women or girls who were desperate and had no place to go. This is what 

prompted us to set up a Short Stay Home. Thus 2004 saw the birth of the 

Dakshata Short Stay Home(DSSH). Ever since it has been providing refuge to 

women and children who were, either made to leave their homes due to family 

discord without any means of subsistence and no social protection from 

exploitation, or facing litigation on account of marital disputes, or victims of 

marital maladjustment, emotional disturbances and social ostracism, or 

those who had to escape due to dire circumstances such as physical/mental 

abuse and were desperately in need of shelter.

Assistance provided is in the form of Counselling, medical care, psychiatric 

treatment, education, skill development training, vocational and rehabilitative 

services.

Medical

As soon as they are admitted all their physical needs such as food, clothing 

and shelter are looked after. A thorough medical check-up is done to evaluate 

their physical and mental health. Blood samples are collected to ascertain 

their blood group, haemoglobin count, etc.  and investigations are conducted 

to rule out the possibilities of any minor or major life threatening diseases such 

as HIV,STD,etc. Urine samples are also collected to conduct pregnancy tests if 

need be as also to rule out the possibilities of diabetes and urinary tract 

infections. Dr. Suparna and Dr. Shoba Baliga visit the SSH frequently and look 

after all their physical ailments such as cough, cold, fever, backache, worm 

infections and gynaecological problems if any.

Those suffering from epilepsy and depression are taken to the Psychiatrist,

Dr. Mamatha Shetty for regular evaluation and the necessary medications are 

dutifully given to them by our Warden.
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Counselling

After the first few days when the resident is comfortable in her new 

surroundings counselling is conducted on the basis of confidentiality by our 

Counsellor wherein they let catharsis happen with moral support provided by 

them. Joint sessions are then held where possible. All efforts are made to solve 

their familial problems and reunite them with the family. When this is not 

possible, we look at other alternatives based on their aptitude and capabilities.

Skill Development

Various in- house skill based training programs are being conducted time and 

again for the benefit of these residents so as to tap the latent potential in these 

residents and make them self-reliant

This year training programs included tailoring, paper bag making, yoga mat 

bags and marketing bag making, embroidery and painting, cookery, chocolate 

making, English language skills, etc.

All efforts are being made to make them self-reliant and ensure a smooth 

transition into the mainstream of Society.

Celebration of National Festivals

All national festivals are celebrated with a lot of fanfare. This is done not only to 

acquaint them with the various festivals and the rich cultural heritage of our 

Country, but also to take their mind off their tribulations and get them actively 

involved in these events.

Independence Day Celebrations

thAs India geared up to celebrate its 69  year of Independence from the British, 

we at MDS geared up to pay our homage to those heroes who fought tirelessly 

for the freedom of our country and those who shaped its destiny.

MDS celebrated the day in a grand manner with great enthusiasm. The 

program began with the unfurling of the National Flag by Mrs. Saranya Hegde 

and Mrs. Shalini Shenoy, which was followed by the rendering of the National 

Anthem by all present.  Mrs. K S Lalitha and some of the inmates of Short stay 

home paid homage to the nation by singing some patriotic songs like Vande 

Mataram and shouting the slogan…. Jai Hind...
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INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS

Rangoli Competition

Hoisting of the flag by - Ms. Shalini Shenoi

Lighting of the lamp by

-Ms. Usha Kamath

Cultural Display by

Children 
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 CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

Children dressed as Santa Claus

Distribution of Gifts by  

Ms. Latha Christie 

Christmas goodies
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True to the spirit of spreading joy, celebration and patriotism, a cultural 

program was organized by the inmates of the Dakshata Short stay home at our 

Seminar hall.   After an Invocation to seek the blessings of the Almighty, and a 

lighting of the lamp ceremony, the show began with gusto wherein 

participants regaled the audience with beautiful dances, songs and a skit.  The 

highlight of the cultural program were the dance performances by young 

children of our residents. The program was very well coordinated and 

entertaining.

The program was followed by Prize Distribution for the Annual competitions 
thheld on 14  August for the Inmates and staff of MDS. A sumptuous lunch was 

prepared for all.

Some products made at the Dakshata short stay home like Sambar powder 

and pickles were put up on sale.  Tailoring items like bags and pouches were 

also exhibited.

Gandhi Jayanti

ndGandhi Jayanthi was celebrated on the 2  of October,2015.All the members

of the Samiti participated in this celebration. Our President spoke of

Mahatma Gandhi as the Father of the Nation and his relevance in the

forming of our nation and why we observe his birthday as a national

holiday for the benefit of the SSH residents. A cultural program was put up by 

the residents on the occasion.

Christmas

Ms Latha Christie, Scientist G, DRDO, Bangalore decided to celebrate 

Christmas with the residents of the SSH. She distributed cake and Christmas 

goodies amongst the residents and spent considerable time interacting with 

them. Our members too were present.

New Year Celebrations

Ist January, 2016 was celebrated with a lot of enthusiasm. All the members 

were present on this occasion. Sweets were distributed to mark the occasion.

A cultural program was put up by the residents to mark the occasion. This was 

followed by a sumptuous lunch prepared by our residents.

The other festivals celebrated were Janmashstami, Rajyotsava and

Republic Day.
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS

Ms. Veena Pemmiah,

Secretary

Cultural Display

MDS Members
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Awareness Programs

Awareness programs are being conducted time and again for the benefit of the 

residents so as to sensitize them of the happenings around them as well as to 

educate them on issues concerning their welfare. This year awareness 

programs were conducted on Positive Strength, healthy diet and nutrition, 

importance of Community hygiene, importance of good communication skills, 

etc.

Awareness programmes from April 2015 to March 2016

Date Programme

12/07/2015 Importance of  health education  in community hygiene

and living

28/09/2015 Communication workshop, Behavioral patterns in

community living.

14/01/2016 positive strength 

05/02/2016 Nutritious food

25/02/2016 Stress Management.

Visit of Important Guests

We were honored by the visit of Ms. Divya Prabha Gowda, Chairperson KSWD. 

She spent considerable time at our Organsization and showed great 

appreciation of our body of work. The other dignitory was Ms. Prema Cariappa, 

Ex-Chairperson, CSWB.

Case Study

This is the case of client Uma (Name Changed). She was 34 years old. She was 

with us for a year and 6 months in our Short Stay Home. She was referred to us 

by “Vanitha Sahayavani” Bangalore.

She had completed her 1st year B.A. She was married to Krishna. N (Name 

Changed). He was employed with B.M.T.C. as a Bus driver.

They were married for six years and had a son by name Chandan. Our client 

Uma was the second wife of Krishna. She was a victim of domestic violence. 

Unable to bear this anymore, she approached Vanitha Sahayavani for help. 
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They called him for counseling. As a result, he got wild and physically abused 

her on the road very cruelly. At that time, she sought help from the Church. 

She was sent to Asha Bhavan. She stayed there for one year. After counseling 

they were reconciled.

Over a period of time the fights restarted between them. She again approached 

“Vanitha Sahayavani” for help. They referred her to us. She came here along 

with her 4-year-old son Chandan.

As per procedure our Counselor sent a letter to her husband. Repeated joint 

sessions were held. Our client was not ready to compromise. 

When She was with us in our shelter home she was trained in tailoring, 

embroidery, paper bag making, baking cakes and chocolate making.

She was employed with us in our Catering venture as helper in cooking for 6 

months. 

Later she was rehabilitated as an Area Supervisor at Clients Solution Pvt. Ltd. 

for a salary of Rs.12000/-.  She admitted her son Chandan to BEL Primary 

stSchool to the 1  standard. . 

Finally, she was independently settled. During our follow up we were 

pleasantly surprised to know that she had reconciled with her husband. They 

were staying together and seemed happy with each other.

Details of the inmates for the year April 2015 to March 2016

1 Total no of Residents 141

2 Total no of Women 83

3 Total no of Children 58

4 Restored to Parents, Mother & Sister 16

5 Reconciled with husband/ in laws 19

6 Referred to other NGO 18

7 Independently settled 12

8 Job placement 34

9 Education 06
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EMPOWERMENT

Nations that invest in women's employment, health and education are 

just more likely to have better outcome. Their children will be healthier 

and better educated. This is not just the right thing to do for us to hold up 

those women, support them, encourage their involvement; this is a 

strategic imperative -Hillary Clinton.

It is a well-known fact that empowering women is an indispensable tool for 

advancing economic development and reducing poverty that brings about a 

positive social change.  Empowered women contribute to the health and 

productivity of whole families and communities and to improved prospects for 

the next generation.  We at MDS have taken many initiatives to train the 

residents of our short stay home with vocational skills to enable them to 

embark on a journey of self-reliance and economic independence.   We run 

several In house training programs in Tailoring, Embroidery, paper bag 

making, painting, arts and crafts, cooking, catering and chocolate making.

Training in Tailoring / Embroidery / Painting / Arts and crafts

We have engaged the services of a tailor Ms. Saraswati, who trains the 

residents who have a flair for tailoring, and Ms. Savita who teaches fabric 

painting, embroidery and arts and crafts.  Our range of finished tailoring 

products include All-purpose fabric bags, Batuas, Sling bags in 2-3 designs, 

cushion covers, saree petticoats, handkerchiefs and Yoga bags.  We have 

trained the women in fabric painting on sarees with intricately designed 

motifs, painting on Diyas and terracotta platters and embellishing them with 

beads and stones, painting on handmade paper for table mats and coasters, 

embroidery wall art, flowers and leaves made of twisted fabrics, paper bag 

making, and woven plastic bags.

Training in Cookery, Baking and Chocolate making:

Choco Senorita, our chocolate making venture which was started in October 

2013, is running successfully. We make a variety of chocolates in various 

flavors that are packaged in attractive boxes.  Chocolates are available during 

the festive season of Dusherra, Diwali, Christmas and New Year, and special 
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Display of Handcrafted Products
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orders are undertaken at other times for special events and celebrations like 

Birthdays, anniversaries, birth announcements, Engagements and weddings.  

Our clients include ICICI, Canara Bank, Bunt Sangha, KAS Officers Club, M S 

Ramiah Hospital, and we have displayed our chocolates at events held in the 

Banjara Academy, Sobha Suburbia, KAS Ladies club, Thomson Reuters NGO 

Market Day at Yemlur, and the Stall at the Kanteerava Stadium as part of 

Women's Day celebration.  Cooking demonstrations are held regularly to 

update culinary skills.

Catering:

MDS catering, an income generating venture began regular operations in June 

2014 and has been running successfully since then. The idea behind starting 

this was to provide employment to the residents of the short stay home and 

also utilize the proceeds of sale towards their rehabilitation.  We regularly 

provide nutritious meals and snacks to the MES College Vidyaranyapura, and 

undertake other catering assignments like supplying meals to senior citizens 

in the vicinity.  We have received major catering orders from Vanita 

Sahayavani, MES College, GKVK and other such entities and individuals. We 

also prepare sweets and savories, Pickles and Papads, spice powders, etc. 

We have sold our products at events organized by Thomson Reuters, Sobha 

Suburbia, KAS Ladies club, Banjara Academy, TCS etc. and have received 

widespread appreciation for the same. 

Other Skill Development Programs:

In the pipeline are programs like sending inmates for driving classes, training 

in soft skills and personality development, specialized health counseling skills 

to work in community programs, courses in Diet and Nutrition, Gardening and 

growing herbs, training in Yoga and meditation in order to become Trainers, 

Retail marketing, Beauty treatment and wellness.  We must make special 

mention here of Ms. Parvathi Hegde, our member who has been conducting 

free Yoga classes both for the residents as well as the ladies in the vicinity 

thrice a week at the MDS premises. Efforts are made to enlist the support of 

other NGO's in imparting vocational training.
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TAILORIING
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Diya Painting

Embroidery
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Apart from training for skill development, we engage the residents in 

recreational activities such as singing, dancing, drama, group tasks for 

interactive involvement, word building. They are provided with the 

opportunity to participate in cultural programs during our celebrator events 

like New Year, Women's Day, Independence Day, etc.

In House programs:

We hold in-house sessions on Grooming and etiquette, improving inter 

personal skills with insights into accepted social behavioral patterns in 

community living, health and hygiene, diet and nutrition, cleanliness, legal 

awareness etc. Those who are interested in learning office administrative skills 

and computers are sent for courses outside to get the requisite training. We 

provide employment to these residents after training is imparted so as to 

rehabilitate them thereby empowering them and reintegrating them into 

mainstream society. 

Paper Bag Making
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EDUCATION AND CHILD WELFARE

The goal of every childhood education should be to activate the child's 

natural desire to learn, for the child is both a hope and a promise for 

mankind -Maria Montessori.

It is towards the realization of this goal that the MDS has pitched all its efforts 

in the field of education and child welfare. Our children are after all our future 

and hence we must stay committed to their needs. The MDS has taken a 

number of initiatives towards this end.

The main thrust of its activities in the field of education and child welfare has 

been the Government Higher Primary School, Geddalahalli which it adopted 

under the Government Adoption Scheme,1995 and the Government School of 

Narsipura in Vidyaranyapura which it has taken under its wings recently 

since 2014.

Government School Geddalahalli

Ever since its adoption in the year 2000, the MDS has been majorly 

instrumental in the welfare of the School. The initial years were spent in 

improving and expanding the existing infrastructure by way of adding 9 

additional rooms, Computer room, a Science Lab, a well-stocked library and a 

Multi-purpose Hall, provision of toilets, drinking water and class room 

furniture. All this was done with the help of the Government Grant in aid and 

the generous contribution of donors who had faith in our Organization and 

belief in our abilities.

Subsequently it shifted its focus on improving the quality of education 

imparted in the School.

Appointment of Teachers

Two Saksharatha teachers Ms Asha and Ms Prema who also function as 

Computer Teacher as well as Librarian respectively, Nursery Teacher

Ms. Ratnamma and an ayah, Ms. Satya are appointed by the Samiti. They work 

full time and are on the payroll of the Samiti.

ndThis year the School reopened on the 22  of May,2015. These teachers

were busy making home visits both in Ashwath Nagar and Geddalahalli and 
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thpersuading the parents to send them back to School. By the 10  of June,

2015 the strength of the School had considerably improved. These teachers 

provide remedial teaching to academically weak children as well as children

of migrant labourers and dropouts. All efforts are made by these teachers to 

provide a bridge course and integrate them into the mainstream of Schooling. 

The Nursery teacher and the ayah look after the needs of pre-school children. 

All the study material such as books, notebooks, educational charts and toys, 

etc. are provided by the Samiti.

Distribution of School Supplies

School supplies for the academic year such as notebooks along with stationery 

such as pencils, pens, erasers, sharpeners and geometry boxes were 

distributed on the19th of June, 2015 to all our children. Our President,

Ms Saranya Hegde, Vice Presidents, Ms. Shalini Shenoi and Ms. Vanaja Rao, 

Treasurer, Ms. Sudha Shankar, Jt. Treasurer, Ms. Alka Murdeshwar, 

Committee Member, Ms. Amita Kini along with our Health worker, Ms 

Padmashree Prasad participated in this event.

Likewise slates, chalk, four line books, check books, along with educational 

charts on plants, vegetables, flower and animals were distributed amongst the 

children.

Teacher's Day Celebrations

A good teacher is like a candle; it consumes itself to light the way for 

others.

thTeacher's day was celebrated on the 7  of September,2015 as a mark of 

gratitude to all the teachers, who had committed themselves to this 

honourable task of moulding the future of these children. Our Vice President, 

Ms. Shalini Shenoi and our Treasurer, Ms Sudha Shankar greeted the 

headmistress of the School, Ms. Shivamma with a bouquet of flowers and a box 

of sweets. Boxes of sweetmeats were distributed amongst all the teachers. 

Greeting cards were prepared and duly signed by the students. They were then 

presented to the teachers of each and every class. They were guided in this 

endeavour by Ms Asha, one of the teachers appointed by us.
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Ms. Shivamma Head Mistress and Staff along with members of MDS
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The students also put up a surprise entertainment show for the teachers by 

way of dance, songs and small skits to commemorate the occasion. The 

teachers were indeed touched by this gesture.

Children's Day Celebrations

Prior to the Children's Day Celebrations, competitions were organized in 

various events for children of the School. Events such as competitions in 

sports, music, dance, clay modelling, drawing, essay, elocution, etc. were held 

nd rdon two consecutive days i.e. 2  and 3  November,15. All the material required 

for the various competitions were provided by the Samiti. Our members and 

staff such as Ms. Shalini Shenoi, Ms. Sudha, Ms. Sheela, Ms. Vanaja, Ms. 

Snehalatha and Ms. Amita Kini along with Ms. Padmashree Prasad and some 

volunteers from our Short Stay Home rendered their services with great zeal in 

the conduct of these competitions. 

thChildren's Day was celebrated this year on the 19  of November,2015. As 

usual Ms. Divya Shah was a part of our Children's Day Celebrations. She has 

been a regular patron of our Anganwadi and has been contributing generously 

to the cause of these children. This year dry fruit snacks and fruits packed 

neatly in a box were distributed by her to all the children. All the children were 

neatly dressed looking bright and cheerful for the event.

The program began with an invocation to the Almighty followed by the lighting 

of the lamp by our President, Ms. Saranya Hegde along withour members, our 

Vice Presidents, Ms. Shalini Shenoi, Ms. Vanaja Rao, our Treasurer, Ms. 

Sudha and our SSH Treasurer, Ms. Snehalatha. Prizes were distributed to the 

st nd rdstudents who had excelled in the various competitions, 1 , 2  and 3  prizes 

were awarded to the winners of the Sports Competitions whereas there were 

only the best followed by a cultural show wherein children displayed their 

talents. The children sang patriotic songs and performed dances. A fancy 

dress display was put up by the nursery children. Gifts were given to the 

teachers appointed by us for their diligent services all the year through. 

Our President announced that prizes would be given to the best boy and best 

girl of the School.  They would be chosen by the Headmistress and the teachers 

of the School. The criterion was not just academic excellence but also general 
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conduct such as helpful to others, respect for elders, keeping the premises 

clean, etc. The program concluded with the distribution of laddoos sponsored 

by the Samiti to all the children and teachers of the school. Children’s Day was 

sponsored by Ms. Prafulla Williams and Mr & Mrs Shankar.

Best Boy/Best Girl Award

Prizes were awarded to the Best boy and best girl for academic excellence as 
thwell as good conduct. Accordingly, Ms. Bhumika of 4  Std, Ms. Chaitanya D of 

th th th7  Std, Jagdish of 5  Std and Ganesh of 6  Std were awarded prizes for the 

same. Prizes like Rubik's Cube, Embroidery kits, Jewellery making kits, Brain 

teasers(Games) were provided by Ms. Shalini and Ms. Sudha of MDS.

Health Care

This year the health check-ups were an ongoing process. The first round of 

check-ups commenced on 9/7/15. Dr. Shyamala Pushkariah, Paediatrician 

and Neonatalist visited the School every Thursday. Children from Nursery to 

VIIIth Std were thoroughly examined. Students were brought in batches class 

wise for a thorough check-up. Those in need of further investigations/ 

specialized treatment, were taken to MS Ramiah Hospital for further treatment 
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by our Health worker, 

Ms .  Padmashree  

Prasad accompanied 

by their parents. The 

medicines prescribed 

were provided to 

them by our Samiti. 

Prior to the doctor's 

visit, our teachers 

Ms. Prema and Ms. 

Asha would do the 

preliminary height 

and weight verification which would be duly entered in the medical register for 

the doctor's perusal.

Few children were detected with heart murmur.  A follow up was done two 

rdweeks later and requisite treatment was given. A 3  Std student. Divya was 

detected with systolic murmur. The girl was advised to go in for an echo 

cardiogram. This was brought to the notice of the parents who then 

accompanied by our Health worker got it done. One student was detected with 

urinary tract infection. She was advised to go in for further investigations

such as blood test, urine test, USG of the abdomen. Based on the results

she was treated with 

antibiotics. All the 

investigation charges 

were paid by the Samiti. 

One student, Akshay 

was over weight for 

his age. The doctor 

asked him to undergo 

a thyroid test. The 

parents were asked to 

put him on a strict diet 

and an exercise regime.
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Geddalahalli School trip to Kempegowda International Airport, 

Devanahalli.

As a part of the annual field trip for class 7  students of the Government school, 

Geddalahalli, Mahila Dakshata Samiti organized a half day trip to the 

thKempegowda International Airport, Devanahallion 27  November 2015 

between 9.30 am and 1.30 am. The purpose of the trip was to provide a 

practical learning experience to the students and give them a deeper 

understanding of the concept of air travel and how an airport is run. There 

were 29 students on this trip and they were accompanied by two teachers and 

two members from MDS. 

Ms. Pratibha Kulkarni, Asst Manager, Corporate Communications briefed

the team on the tour agenda, and assigned the passes which were kept ready 

prior to the visit.  As a part of the Green Skies Initiative, they conducted a

walk through the landscaped gardens of the Airport premises around Alpha

2 building. At the main Terminal building of the Airport, the children were 

taken through the entire process of Terminal operations, passenger 

identification, entry check at departure gate, various airline check in 

procedures, issue of boarding passes, tagging of registered baggage, list of 

prohibited items in hand baggage, display boards with arrival/depature 
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schedules of flights, security check in procedure, boarding at various gates 

through Globe Ground shuttles / Aerobridge and finally baggage claim.  In the 

International departure hall, they were briefed on the immigration process, 

security check and boarding, money exchange and other formalities and also 

shown the Help / Information desk run by the Airport management for the 

benefit of the passengers.  

The Airport Management had arranged for soft drinks, water bottles and 

refreshments for each member of the team.   Our grateful thanks to the BIAL 

Security Team and Department of Corporate Communications for handling all 

the arrangements smoothly and making this visit a very memorable and 

enriching one for the school children.

GOVERNMENT HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOL,VIDYARANYAPURA

Since 2014 the Samiti has taken the Government School in Vidyaranyapura 

under its wing and has taken a number of initiatives geared towards the 

welfare of the School.

Distribution of School Supplies

School supplies such as notebooks as well as stationery were distributed to the 

students of Ist to IVth Std as well as the 20 girl students adopted by us by our 

President, Ms. Saranya Hegde and Committee members, Ms. Vanaja,

Ms. Sudha, Ms. Alka and Ms. Amita.

Children's Day Celebrations

Prior to the Children's Day Celebrations, competitions were conducted in 
thvarious events. Drawing competitions were held on the 6  of November,15. 

th stSports competitions were conducted on the 30  of November and 1  of 

December,15 by our members, Ms. Veena Pemmiah, Ms. Lalitha, Ms. Malathi 

and our staff. Kabaddi was also played by the two teams of the School. 

thChildren's Day was celebrated on the 10  of December,15. Prizes were 

distributed for the various competition held. Track suits were awarded to all 

the members of the Kabaddi team by the Samiti. 40 durries were donated by 

the Samiti to the students of Ist to IVth Std as the School did not have adequate 

benches and desks and the children had to sit on the floor. Based on a request 
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made by the Headmistress, Ms. Sunita three sewing machines were donated 

by the Samiti for the benefit of the children.

Medical Check-up

stMedical Check-ups for the students commenced on the 1  of December,15. 

Our Health Worker,  Ms. Padmasree conducted the preliminary height and 

weight check-ups and entered them in the medical register for the doctor's 

perusal. Except for a few, most of the children were found to be healthy. Those 

with ENT, Ophthalmology, Dental and Speech issues were referred to

MS Ramiah Hospital where they were treated for the same. Some children were 

referred for ECG. Fortunately for them they were normal. Two children of 

migrant labourers were detected with chest murmurs on clinical examination. 

They were referred to MS Ramiah Hospital for an Echo Cardiogram.

They were given medicines and advised two months' rest. A total of 317 

children were screened. Free medicines donated by the visiting doctor herself, 

Dr. Shyamala Pushkariah as well as contributions from Dr. Shankar Hegde, 

Dr. Naveen Kini and the Samiti were distributed amongst the children. 

Orientation Programs

'There can be no better measure of our governance than the way we treat

our children and no greater failing on our part than to allow them to be 

subjected to violence, abuse or exploitation' -Jessica Lange

In the awake of the spate of incidents of child sex abuse perpetrated on

minors in the year 2014, we at the MDS felt that a lack of emphasis on value 

education could be majorly instrumental in the occurrence of such heinous 

acts. We owe our children, the most vulnerable citizens of our Society,

a life free of violence and fear. Our main aim has been to create a Society

which is safe and conducive to the all-round development of children.

As such we took it upon ourselves to conduct regular orientation programs

in Schools and Colleges for students, teachers as well as parents wherein

we laid emphasis on value education.  This initiative continued to function in 

the year 2015 – 16. Right values such as treating both boys and girls on par
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as equals, giving equal access to opportunities, respecting one another, 

respecting elders, honesty, were emphasized upon. Besides this awareness 

programs were conducted on safety and security measures, recognition

of right touch, wrong touch, health education with special emphasis on their 

respective anatomies, reproductive system and sex education, personal 

hygiene, civic awareness, study skills, etc.

This initiative of ours has met with a lot of appreciation from the School 

authorities, parent as well as the student Community. 

School Awareness Programme

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

09/07/2015

21/07/2015

03/08/2015

13/08/2015

14/08/2015

19/08/2015

10/09/2015

13/10/2015

27/11/2015

14/12/2015

02/02/2016

Vidyaranyapura, Govt. School.

Govt. High School, Vidyaranyapura.

M.E.S. Kishore Kendra,
Vidyaranyapura, (High School)

M.E.S. 
Vidyaranyapura, (P.U.C)

 Kishore Kendra,

M.E.S. Orientation Programme

M.E.S. 
Vidyaranyapura, 

 Kishore Kendra,

Raghavendra Ashrama High School,
Doddabommasandra.

M.E.S. School

Vidyaranyapura Govt. High School.

Vivekananda School, Sahakarnagar.

Hebbal Govt. High School

Parenting Skills

Good Touch, Bad Touch

Child Rights, Child Abuse

Health & Child Abuse

Study Skills

Puberty

Study Skills

Study Skills

TopicSl.No. Date

 

School  Name and Address

 
 

 

 

Child Rights

Adolescent Issues

Child Rights, Child Abuse
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ORIENTATION PROGRAMS IN SCHOOLS
In Association with Parihar Makala Sahayavani
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Scholarship

'Educate a girl, empower a nation' was the International Women's Day 

slogan in 2015.

s in 

English & Kannada newspapers inviting applications from girl students to 

avail the scholarships offered by the MDS.  

After screening the applications, deserving girl candidates are asked to attend 

the interview at the office premises with relevant documents. The scholarship 

committee selects candidates & decides the amount of scholarship to be 

awarded. The scholarship amount mainly depends on   merit of the student & 

financial status of the family of the candidate.

We have been able to collect the needed resources with help from generous 

donors' year after year.

 Students Number

School 7                   

PU 26

Degree 29

Engineering 15                 

Medical 3

Ever since its inception in 1991, the MDS has been striving hard to bring about 

perceptible change in the life of women & the girl child. The Samiti has been 

devoting its energy in providing quality education to all & financial help to 

deserving   girl students to pursue College /Professional Education. It awards 

scholarship to deserving students from financially weaker sections of the 

society to pursue college & technical education. Last year, 80 students 

benefitted&approximately Rs. 8 lakhs were given as scholarship. 

Every year, after the results of X & XII Stds are announced, MDS advertise
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SCHOLARSHIPS

Awardees of Scholarships with MDS members



HEALTH CARE

Health is the state of complete harmony of the body, mind and spirit. 

When one is free from physical disabilities and mental distractions, the

gates of the soul open - B.K.S. Iyengar

The prime focus of

the Samiti in health 

care has been to 

improve the health 

care of people by 

facilitating access to 

high quality primary 

health care services. 

This is especially so in 

rural areas where the 

rural poor have little or 

no access to such 

services. 

Primary Health Care Centre

A survey conducted by our staff revealed that there were very few government 

primary health care centres in the villages and even if they did exist, they were 

majorly dysfunctional.  

Though we had been 

conducting camps time 

and again in remote 

villages the need for 

s ome th ing  on  an  

ongoing basis was 

strongly felt.

With this in mind it set 

up a Primary Health 
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Care Centre in Hadonahalli, a village in the precincts of Dodballapur.

This marked the beginning of a new era in our Health Care Services. Housed at 

the Hala Utpadakara Centre, it caters to 60 to 80 patients on an average.

Free medical check-ups are conducted and free medicines are disbursed

by us at this Centre. Records are maintained on each patient. The Clinic looks 

after the health care needs of at least 15 villages in the vicinity. Those in need of 

specialized treatment are referred to MS Ramiah Hospital for further 

treatment where they are treated at subsidized rates. The expenses of any 

treatment are met with by the Samiti.

Diabetic Clinic

The year 2000 saw the establishment of a Diabetic Clinic under the able 

guidance of Dr. Sanjay Reddy of Bangalore Diabetic Hospital. Two doctors and 

two lab technicians are deployed by him for this initiative. Blood samples are 

collected for investigation, medicines are prescribed accordingly and free 

medicines are disbursed. Approximately 80 to 100 patients are screened at 

ndthis Clinic. This is conducted on the 2  Sunday of every month. The doctors 

are assisted by our Committee members and Staff who render their services 

voluntarily.

Credit goes to our Vice-President Ms. Vanaja Rao for ensuring the smooth 

functioning of our Health Care initiative.

Both the General and the Diabetic Clinics have been well received by the local 

populace. They eagerly look forward to these Clinics where they can vent out 

their woes and find solutions to their ailments

We were highly honoured to have with us a guest, Ms. Gopi Venkatraman, a 

representative of Give India, one of our major donors who visited our Diabetic 

Clinic on 14/2/2016 to acquaint herself with our work.

This year a total of 1740 patients were screened, out of which 1176 were 

diabetic patients and 564 were general patients. New registration of patients 

for this year was 109 out of which 47 for diabetic and 62 for general.
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The list of patients are given below:

Date  Diabetic  General  New registration 

for 15-   16  

   Diabetic  General  

12.4.2015
 

96
 

31
 

-
 

-
 

26.4.2015
                                           

No 
 

Clinic
   

10.5.2015
 

88
 

31
 

3
 

4
 

24.5.2015
 

-
 

19
 

-
  

2
 

14.6.2015

 

94

 

31

 

3

 

5

 
28.6.2015

 

-

 

11

 

-

 

7

 12.7.2015

 

95

 

40

 

5

 

7

 26.7.2015

 

-

 

24

 

5

 

2

 9.8.2015

 

94

 

34

 

-

 

-

 23.8.2015

 

-

 

15

 

1

 

2

 13.9.2015

 

98

 

40

 

1

 

3

 
27.9.2015

 

-

 

15

 

-

 

3

 
11.10.2015

 

95

 

29

 

3

 

2

 
25.10.2015

 

No

 

Clinic

   
8.11.2015

 

102

 

27

 

-

 

2

 
22.11.2015

 

-

 

14

 

4

 

2

 

13.12.2015

 

93

 

28

 

-

 

-

 

27.12.2015

 

-

 

28

 

8

 

5

 

10.1.2016

 

106

 

27

 

-

 

-

 

24.1.2016

 

-

 

19

 

6

 

6

 

14.2.2016

 

107

 

30

 

-

 

-

 

28.2.2016

 

-

 

21

 

7

 

2

 

13.3.2016

 

108

 

23

 

-

 

-

 

27.3.2016 - 27 1 8

Total 1176 564 47 62
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Awareness Camp

addressed by

Dr. Sanjay Reddy

Pathological

Investgations

being conducted

Pharmacists, Mr Gundu Rao &

Mr Sridhar Hebbar dispensing medicines



HONOURORY SERVICES RENDERED BY
THE DOCTORS & PHARMACISTS TO

ALL OUR HEALTH CLINICS

Dr. SUPARNA Dr. SHOBHA BALIGADr. PRABHA JAGOTA

Dr. RAMAMANI

Dr. SHYAMALA

Dr. LAURA NAIK

Mr. SRINIVAS
(Pharmacist)

Dr. VARINI KUMAR

Mr. MADHUSUDAN
(Pharmacist)
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Awareness Camps

Health Care entails not just medical care but a host of services such as 

promotion, maintenance and restoration of Health. This is done by the 

conduct of periodic awareness camps towards the attainment of this objective. 

Through this initiative we have slowly and steadily managed to cover the gaps 

in knowledge and awareness amongst the villagers regarding preventive 

health care.

Special Diabetic Camp

A special Diabetic Camp was held on the 25th of April,2015. Tokens were 

issued to 97 patients who had attended the Diabetic Clinic for FBS (Fasting 

Blood Sugar), PPBS (Post Prandial Blood Sugar), ECG (Echo Cardiogram), Eye 

and Feet check-ups.

The Camp was arranged in a big Community Hall in Hadonahalli. The patients 

had already gathered and were waiting. They were checked for their height and 

weight and then sent for FBS check-up. They were then served with breakfast 

which was arranged by us.

Sister Carmel from Bangalore Diabetic Hospital along with Dietician, Ms. Usha 

started taking ECGs of all the patients. Men and women were sent in batches 

to get the ECG done. Two hours after breakfast, patients had to undergo PPBS 

testing. All the blood samples were taken by Bangalore Diabetic Hospital for 

examination. The copies of the ECG were collected by Ms. Sudha Shankar. 

New files were maintained for all patients who had undergone blood tests and 

ECG and their reports were filed in their respective files.

Special Eye and Feet Camp

A special camp on eyes and feet check-up was conducted on the 10th

of May, 15. A total of 88 patients were screened. The doctor on call briefed

each and every patient on the importance of maintaining the cleanliness

of feet. Great care should be taken to prevent the occurrence of wounds.

The importance of wiping the feet dry and then covering with socks and

the use of diabetic chappals meant for diabetic people was mooted.
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They were also informed about the importance of regular eye check-ups and 

eye care. The dietician on her part stressed on the greater intake of pulses, 

sprouts like ragi, millets, etc. in their daily food. They were also warned of the 

consequences they would have to face if they failed to take proper care. This 

Awareness Camp was well organized and conducted. 

Special Camps

 In an endeavour to reach out to the maximum rural population and make 

health care services available, the Samiti has been holding special rural health 

camps monthly. We have so far concentrated our efforts to the rural pockets of 

Devanahalli.

Prior to these camps our members identify the prospective village and meet up 

with the Panchayat leaders. They brief them with the activities of the Samiti. 

With their concurrence a venue for the camp is selected. Flyers are printed

and circulated in the nearby villages. Adequate publicity is generated through 

door to door campaigns and mike announcements through auto services

for these camps.

On the assigned day, our members along with our staff and members of our 

Short Stay Home will make their services available both for the doctors

and the patients. A team of doctors from MS Ramiah Hospital from

various disciplines will attend the Camp. Free medicines are dispensed with 

according to the nature of their ailment. Those in need of specialized 

investigations/treatment are referred to the MS Ramiah Hospital

where they are treated at subsidized rates as per the MOU we have with the 

Management of MS Ramiah Hospital. On an average 275 to 300 patients are 

screened at this Camp. It is held on the 1st Saturday of every month. Camps 

have been successfully held so far at Huttanahalli, Chennahalli, Yeliyur, 

Venkatagirikote, Melina Nayakarandanahalli. Ms. Sudha Shankar has been 

instrumental in the organization of  these camps.

Thyroid Awareness Camp

We organized a Thyroid Awareness camp in association with Abbot India 

Limited and their Thyroid partners at our seminar hall on 11th August 2015 
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SPECIAL CAMPS

Chennahalli

Huttanahalli Yeliyur

Venkatagirikote Nayakarandanahalli
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which was attended by about 52 Anganwadi workers, our inmates of the 

Dakshata Short Stay home, members and staff of MDS.  Dr. Bhavya presented 

an audio visual on Thyroid problems, causes, diagnosis and treatment. She 

mentioned that a multipronged approach comprising good diet and nutrition, 

exercise and medication could keep thyroid levels normal. 

At the end of the program, a blood testing facility was set up, and most of the 

attendees got their blood check done for TSH levels. 

Cancer Awareness program conducted by the D S Research Centre on 

15th March 2016

To celebrate International Women's Day and to lay emphasis on 'Wellness

of Women', Mahila Dakshata Samiti organized a Cancer awareness program 

which was conducted by D S Research Centre on 15th March 2016 at the 

seminar hall, MDS at 3.00 pm.

Target audience:

Self-help groups and Anganwadi workers from Vidyaranyapura, Attur,

M S Palya, Tindlu, Ramchandrapura, Geddahalli and Nanjappa circle. About 

40 women from the community attended the program.

Purpose of the Program: 

Dr. Shwetha Koli educating the audience
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The number of women afflicted with Cancer in India is increasing at an 

alarming rate, the most common cancer among women being breast, cervix 

and ovarian. Ignorance among the public, delayed diagnosis and sometimes 

no reach towards adequate medical facilities has given cancer the dubious 

distinction of being a "killer disease". However, the fact remains that if cancer 

is detected in its early stages, it can be treated and an individual can lead a 

healthy life.

Our preventive health care programs thus concentrate on educating women 

on the dangers of this disease and make them aware of disease prevention. We 

invited the D S Research Centre to address the gathering and share their 

knowledge on the subject.

About the Program: 

Ms. Padmashree gave a brief introduction on the preventive health care 

programs conducted by the Samiti with special emphasis on the Well Woman 

Clinic which has its focus on Cervical cancer screening. The program began 

with an Invocation song by the Inmates of the Dakshata Short stay home, 

followed by the lighting of the lamp ceremony by Mrs. Saranya Hegde, Vanaja 

Rao, Alka Murdeshwar and Dr. Swetha Koli. 

Women's Day is a collective day of global celebration. Celebrating Women's 

Day is an opportunity to appreciate the remarkable contribution of women to 

our society. We decided to take this opportunity to honor some women

leaders of self-help groups who have volunteered their time and energy in our 

outreach programs and who have been an integral part of our preventive 

health care programs.  Those who were honored were leaders of Self-Help 

Groups. 1. Gangadevi (Tindlu), 2. Kanthamma  (Geddalahalli) 3. Kala 

(Nanjappa Circle) 4. Shaheena (Vidyaranyapura), 5. Shamshaad (M S Palya), 

6. Shashikala  (Attur), 7. Kamalamma (Ramchandrapuram)
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The felicitation program was followed by a presentation by the D S Research 

Centre. D. S. Research Center, a premier research institute developing 

treatments through the Science of Nutrient Energy based on Ancient Ayurveda 

across India, organizes free camps to create awareness about breast cancer, 

its treatment and rehabilitation. After a brief introduction, Dr. Shwetha Koli

of D S Research centre was called upon to make her presentation.

Dr Shwetha began by saying that Cancer is one of the leading causes of deaths 

in India, which has nearly three million patients suffering from the disease. 

Causes of cancer, include genetic factors, lifestyle factors such as tobacco, 

alcohol use, diet, and physical activity. certain types of viral infections and 

environmental exposures to different types of chemicals and radiation. She 

added that Breast Cancer is no longer a fatal fear, we all can fight it and the 

only thing that we need is "THE RAY OF HOPE". She mentioned that 

Ayurveda and Nutrient Energy based medicine is amongst the most sought 

after treatment by patients in India.  The vision of the D S Research Centre is to 

prevent and treat cancer by providing the path breaking ancient Ayurveda 

Felication of SHG members
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based nutrient energy treatment of international standard, and to provide 

hope, health and happiness to cancer patients all around the world. 

The Power Point presentation covered all aspects of cancer, it causes, 

symptoms, detection and treatment and it was a very interesting and 

informative session.

 Well Woman Clinic: A Pioneer Preventive Health Initiative of MDS.

A major milestone in our preventive health care programs, was the opening of 

the 'Well Woman clinic' in association with Biocon Foundation's Arogya Raksha 

Yojana, with support services for investigations from M S Ramaiah Hospital. 

rdThe first clinic was held on 23  August 2014.The clinic was envisioned as an 

attempt to improve general reproductive health and manage disease 

prevention, with its prime focus on cervical cancer screening.  The clinic is

rd held once a month on the 3  Saturday at our premises in Vidyaranyapura.  The 

JRD Tata and Thelma J Tata Trust supported our health care initiatives

for the year 2015-16.

Our services include free cervical cancer screening and free medications for 

mild to severe infections. For any further procedures, we refer the patient to

M S Ramaiah Hospital for treatment at subsidized rates, as per the MOU we 

have signed with the hospital. The WWC checks the height and weight of the 

patient, screens for BP, Thyroid and Random blood sugar.   We also run a 

general clinic for general ailments.To maintain focused attention for cervical 

screening, we limit our patients to 25 for each clinic, and up to 30 for the 

General clinic. We have a fully trained health worker trained by  Ms. Gracy 

Thomas of Biocon India, who are involved in community outreach to educate 

the women from the underprivileged sections of society and make them 

receptive to this kind of screening. We have covered the areas of Narsipura, M S 

Palya, Bettahalli, Attur, Ramchandrapura, Tindlu, Kempegowda Nagar, 

Nagashettyhalli and Geddahalli and hope to increase the areas of intervention 

with subsequent clinics. Our outreach program for cluster meetings is done 

using a pictorial module, leaflets and posters.
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WELL WOMEN CLINIC

Attending Doctors, Staff & Members of Biocon India and MDS

Ms. Gracy Thomas of Biocon India busy with registrations
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Awareness Camps conducted by

Ms Alka Murdeshwar & Ms Padma Shree
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Our panel of doctors include Dr. Varini Satish Kumar, Consultant 

Gynecologist, Dr. Shyla Sampath Rao, Gynecologist, Dr. Shobha Baliga, Dr. 

Rama Mani and Dr. Suparna Ravi Kumar, General practitioners. 

Beating Anxiety over a Pap smear test "Testimonial:  Shaheen

Case Study 1: 

Ms. Shaheen, age 45 is a leader of a self-help group in Narsipura, 

Vidyaranyapura. She works as a vegetable vendor and is a mother of

two.  She has been married for 30 years. Her husband Razak is a Coolie

by profession.  It was during one of the programs we conducted in the

Government School Narsipura, that we met Shaheen. We spoke to her

about our health initiatives and the cervical screening clinic. She

immediately offered to speak to the members of her self-help group, and

soon after arranged for a cluster meeting at her residence in Narsipura.

We met the ladies, interacted with them and counselled them, and

through the pictorial module presentation our health worker team

explained the process. It was evident that none of the ladies were aware

of such a preventive measure. However, Shaheen took the initiative to

bring along a few members of the self-help who underwent the

screening. And their experience was good.  Once the results were

normal, they were convinced that it was a good opportunity to avail of

this facility that we extended to improve the reproductory health rural

women.  Shaheen has been willingly spreading the word around to other

self-help groups, and through her we were able to expand our outreach

base to other areas like MS Palya phase 1 and 2. Her experience with our

Health initiative has been good and she is committed to help our cause

for outreach to other areas.
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Outcome:

Clinic statistics at a glance for the period April 2015 to March 2016.

Since its inception, this program has benefitted a large number of women

from the under privileged communities, especially those who ignored common

reproductive tract infections due to lack of knowledge and privacy. Thus

community level awareness generation and focused group discussions on

health seeking behaviors has helped them understand the importance of

reproductive health. Kudos to Ms. Alka Murdeshwar for the sucessfull 

functioning of the Well Women Clinic.

We are eternally grateful to Dr. Shobha Baliga, Dr Suparna, Dr. Prabha

Jagota, Dr. Ramamani,  Dr. Laura Naik, Dr. Varini Satish Kumar,   as well 

as the doctors from MS Ramiah Hospital and our pharmacists, Mr. Gundu 

Rao, Mr. Shridhar Hebbar, Mr. Madhusudan, Mr. Sandeep and Ms. Sana 

Mehboob and Ms. Gracy Thomas from Biocon for the yeomen service 

rendered by them towards the successful functioning of our health care 

initiatives. M/S Micro Labs, through the efforts of Ms. Usha Kamath, has 

been consistent in their support towards our cause by their steady supply 

of the requisite medicines, free of cost for the last 23 years, thereby 

enabling us to reach out to the needy. 

Facility location
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Service 

Delivery 
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patients 
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CCS  
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32

 

26
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CREATING AWARENESS

The main purpose of our awareness programs is to explain issues and 

disseminate knowledge to people and influence their behaviour so that they 

can make their own decisions.

thAwareness program held on 12  July 2015 at the Short Stay Home

Mahila Dakshata Samiti organized a Health awareness program for the 

thresidents of the Dakshata Short stay home on Saturday, 12  July 2015 at the 

premises of MDS.

Purpose:  To create awareness that Health education plays an important role

in community hygiene and living. 

About the Program:

Ms. Lavanya, Counselor SSH was the main speaker.She explained to them the 

importance of community hygiene. Health is cleanliness and cleanliness is one 

of the main defenses against diseases, whether contagious or self-generate. 

Good personal hygiene is one of the most effective ways to protect ourselves 

and others from illness. This means washing hands, keeping the body clean, 

surrounding clean, and good menstrual and toilet hygiene.

She pointed out that if we want to minimize the risk of infection and also 

enhance overall health, we should follow certain basic personal hygiene 

habits:

u Bathe regularly with clean water

u Trim nails to ensure there is no dirt accumulation

u Brush teeth properly to maintain good oral hygiene

u Rinse mouth after every meal to remove any formation of bacteria and avoid

gum or tooth infections

Wash hands with soap and water before preparing food, after going to the 

bathroom, after handling garbage, etc. as these habits can go a long way in 

preventing spread of bacteria and virus.  
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Maintain good menstrual hygiene

u Wear clean clothes

u Eat at proper meal times and get good sleep.  Lack of sleep can leave a

person feeling exhausted and run down.

u Keep mind active with positive thoughts

Ms. Lavanya interacted with the residents on the benefits of preventive health. 

All in all,it was an interesting session. 

The program ended with a vote of thanks by the Rehabilitation Officer,

Ms. Bhuvaneshwari . Ms. Alka Murdeshwar, Convenor Well Woman clinic,

Ms. Nalini, Warden SSH, Ms. Bhuvaneshwari, Rehabilitation officer of SSH 

and Ms. Sri Ranjini, Accountant SSH attended the program.

Communication Workshop, Behavioral patterns in Community living 

thheld at the Dakshata Short Stay Home on Monday 28 September

Purpose of the Program:  Improving inter personal skills with insights into 

accepted social behavioral patterns in community living.

About the Program:  The program was spearheaded by Alka Murdeshwar, 

Member MDS.  The workshop began with a brief introduction on what is basic 

communication, and how it is integral to our lives, types of communication – 

oral, written, pictorial and body language. She spoke on the problems that 

would arise if there were barriers in communication and how it would

affect a relationship between two individuals. The best way to effectively 

communicate is to keep eye contact with the person we are interacting with, 

speak with clarity, and connect with the person by being patient and a good 

listener. 

She spoke of the many factors that would help in contributing to a healthy 

community living enterprise.

u
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u

u Always greet people with a smile, no matter how troubled we are

u Be polite, and don't use harsh language as it is the worst emotional

assault

u Follow rules and regulations to make life simpler

u Take care of health and hygiene

u Learn from mistakes as that is the stepping stone to becoming a

better individual

u Learn to manage anger and stress

u Have a positive mindset despite personal struggles as grief when

shared is halved, and joy when shared is doubled.

u Utilize fully the opportunities given to strengthen one's confidence

u Participate in all activities with a positive state of mind, as most often

these activities work as therapy for a troubled mind.

u Meditate to clear the thought process to feel positive and energetic

u Encourage each other to enrich knowledge and learning

u Be of support to each other and live like one happy family

u Remember the motto “Together we stand, divided we fall”

The program finale was a group activity in communication skills. The 

participants were divided into three groups and each given a task.  Group

1 was asked to plan out an activity chart for a celebratory event at MDS, that is 

planning for the festival of Diwali.  Group 2 was given a role play in two 

languages, kannada and Telugu. Group 3 was asked to play dumb charades, 

and the participants were expected to guess the story line and identify what 

the act was all about.  All three groups did excellently and it was an interesting 

session.  Apart from seeking enthusiastic participation, the group tasks aimed 

at making the participants express themselves and execute their 

Be friendly and respectful to everyone irrespective of who they are
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communication skills, understand body language and also barriers in 

communication if the language was not known. 

The workshop was well received by the participants.Apart from the Residents 

of the SSH, those present at the workshop were Ms. Nalini, Warden SSH, Ms. 

Sri Ranjini, Accountant SSH, Ms. Lavanya, Counselor, Ms. Bhuvaneshwari, 

Rehabilitation officer and Ms. Saraswati, tailoring instructor at SSH.The 

Program concluded with a vote of thanks by Ms. Lavanya.

Awareness Program on Positive Strength

An Awareness program was conducted by our Rehabilitation Officer, Ms. 

Priyanka on 14-1-2016 on  the importance of Positive Strength for the benefit 

of our residents.

According to her, positive Strengths are those underlying qualities that 

energize us and we are good at. They are traits that are reflected in our 

thoughts, feelings and behavior and enable us to maximize our potential and 

achieve optimum levels of performance. Positive strength emanates from 

positive thinking which is a key to success. With this it is easier to have better 

health, improve relationships, enjoy happiness, achieve success, spread love 

and inner peace.

Awareness Program on Nutritious food 

Purpose: - To create awareness for planning balanced, healthy meals and 

identify foods that are nutritious and inexpensive.

An Awareness program was conducted on 15-2-2016by our Rehabilitation 

Officer, Ms. Priyanka on the importance of Nutritious food. Good nutrition is 

the foundation of good health. However, many people do not understand the 

importance of a balanced diet, or how certain kinds of foods contribute to our 

physical well-being. A healthy, balanced diet does not have to be expensive or 

complicated to prepare. Adequate nutrition will help women to be healthier, 

stronger and better workers. Food gives us energy to move, think and work. 

Food also contains important substances that keep our bodies' strong and 
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healthy, help to boost our immune system and protect us from infections.

When we eat, our bodies absorb useful nutrients into the blood where they are 

transported to areas where they are needed. These include the bones, the 

muscles, the brain and the organs. The nutrients that are important for our 

body can be divided into four groups:1. Carbohydrates, 2.fat, 3. Proteins, 4. 

Vitamins and minerals. She went on to explain in detail each of these groups 

and their benefits to the human body.

Apart from nutrients in food our body also needs other substances. Among 

these is fiber, also called roughage. Fresh fruit, vegetables and unrefined 

grains and legumes contain fiber. It is important for helping our bodies to 

digest food and remove waste. It is important to eat fiber with plenty of water. 

She also insisted on thepresence of four colours in our food intake, namely 

Green, Yellow, Red and white colored food. She stressed the importance of 

breakfast, a meal which should never be skipped as it was the first meal of the 

day after a long gap of almost twelve hours.  Drinking water also very 

important. Daily three four litres should be consumed.  Our bodies contain 

more water than any other substance.  She also insisted on following certain 

nutritious food habits for a halthy life.

 It was an interesting session. The program ended with a vote of thanks by Mrs. 

Nitya inmate. Members from MDS who were present were Ms. Alka 

Muradeshwar, Ms. Amita and Ms. Veena Pemmaiah. Nalini warden, Ms. 

SriRanjini  Vasuki Accountant SSH and Ms. Lavanya Counselor.  

Awareness Programme on Stress Management

An Awareness program on Stress Management was conducted for the 

thResidents of the Dakshata Short Stay Home on Thursday 25  February 2016 

Purpose:- Identify how stressful emotions are manifested be able to effectively 

manage their emotions in a positive  manner

Good health includes mental as well as physical health. According to the world 
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Health Organization, “Mental health is not just the absence of mental disorder. 

It is defined as a state of well-being in which every individual realizes his or her 

own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively 

and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to her or his community.”

Stress is a common part of modern life, particularly for poor people, and 

particularly for women who work full time and who also have many 

responsibilities in the household. Sometimes stress is caused by the demands 

of job and family, and can be reduced through time management and 

prioritization. In addition, poverty, ill-health and low social status are also 

significant sources of stress is much more difficult to manage, because it is 

environmental and chronic. Poor people must constantly worry about having 

enough money to cover even basic living expenses. An unexpected expense, an 

illness (whether to the individual, or to that person's loved ones), or a family 

emergency can cause extreme stress.

How to control stress

She spoke of measures to control stress such as1) Drink one glass of cold 

water,2) Play with Children,3) Read books and magazines,4) Talk with close 

friends and share your feelings with them,5) Do yoga and exercises,6) Sleep for 

some time,7) Count numbers from backwards,8) Play with animals9) Listen to 

songs and watch comedy movie and shows.

It was an interesting session the program ended with vote of thanks by Ms. 

Kavita inmate. Members from MDS who were present were Ms. Alka 

Muradeshwar, Ms. Amita and Ms. Veena Pemmaiah. Nalini warden, 

Ms.SriRanjini Vasuki, Accountant SSH and Ms. Lavanya Counselor.
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Seminar held on 24/3/2016 at the Judicial Academy on the topic

“Delay in disposal of cases of domestic violence against women, 

Causes and Solution”

In spite of various laws formulated to ensure protection for women be it at the 

work place or their parental or marital home, it was observed that there was a 

steady increase in the perpetration of crimes on women. To quell this menace, 

the Indian Government enacted the Protection of Women from Domestic 

thViolence Act, 2005, which became functional from the 26  of October,2006. 

Hailed as a landmark act, it was applauded all over as an ideal act, finally a 

redressal to this grave issue of domestic violence.

Ten years down the line we find that there is a lot wanting in the actual 

implementation of the Act. As Service Providers we have seen the effect of this 

inordinate delay on these battered womenfor whom this Act has been the only 

ray of hope. We have faced several road blocks in our efforts to secure speedy 

justice to these hapless women.

As such we along with the Karnataka Judicial Academy thought it befitting to 

hold a workshop wherein we could address these issues and find a plausible 

solution to them.

The programme started with a keynote address delivered by Mrs Jyothi 

Bhandary, General Secretary of Mahila Dakshata Samiti. This was followed by 

an invocation bySmt K S lalitha, a member of Mahila Dakshata Samiti.

Smt Saranya S Hegde welcomed the gathering. In her welcome speech,

Mrs Saranya S Hedge spoke briefly about the organization and the welfare 

activities of the samiti. She also mentioned that as service providers of the

D V Act, they were deeply involved and hence wanted to put forth the road 

blocks they are facing while they are trying to ensure speedy relief under the 

act for victims of domestic violence.

The Chief Guest, Honorable Justice N Kumar along with some of his senior 

colleagues from the Judicial Academy and the Guest speakers were presented 

with bouquets by the Committee Members of the Samiti.
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This was followed by a formal inauguration of the workshop by Hon'ble

Justice N Kumar who lit the lamp along with the other guests and the 

President Mrs. Saranya S Hegde.

In his inaugural speech the first point that Mr N Kumar made was the topic 

itself was a direct allegation against the Judiciary. It was a judgement made 

already. He however was humble enough to accept the fact that there was a 

truth in the allegation. The D V Act has no criminal content and does not 

condemn anybody as the act has been evolved to give relief to the women who is 

a victim of domestic violence. Delays in awarding the reliefs under this act has 

an impact on the society. According to him, this act has a social purpose and 

cannot be treated as other cases as it was framed to reform society. Violence 

happens within the four walls of the house, so it was wrong to expect evidence, 

witnesses, like in the other cases. The domestic violence is a social problem 

and not a legal issue, so while passing orders under the D V Act one should not 

bring in the concept of civil rights. Hon'ble Justice N Kumar urged the new 

magistrates to be sensitive towards this issue and not to look backwards but 

stlook forward as they are 21  Century judges. He ended his speech by saying 

that law is an instrument of social change and hence the D V Act should be 

dealt with sensitivity towards the aggrieved person.
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Smt. Divya Prabha Gowda, Chairman, KSSWB was the next speaker. She 

began her speech by thanking the Samiti for having given her the opportunity 

to be seated among such dignitaries from the Judiciary. She said she has been 

a Chief Guest at many functions but this is the first time she was addressing 

magistrates. According to her, the husband-wife relationship is a beautiful 

bond, but with the changing society, domestic violence is increasing. She 

attributes this to education and culture. She stressed on the need for

pre-marital counseling. She also appealed to the magistrates present to take 

serious note of the D V Act and help the society with speedy disposals.

Mr. Srinivas Harish Kumar, Director, Judicial Academy who was the next 

speaker said that domestic violence is not particular to any country, it is a 

universal problem. According to him the handling of this act was not given 

either to the family court, nor to the civil court, as the act mentions a time 

constraint that it has to be disposed within 90 days. The magistrate courts 

were chosen as the cases could be disposed faster and not prolonged as in the 

L to R: Smt. Divya Prabha Gowda, Chairman, KSSWB, Hon'ble Justice N Kumar,

Mr. Srinivas Harish Kumar, Director, Judicial Academy, President Mrs. Saranya S Hegde.
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other courts. He also appealed to the magistrate present to take the time 

constraint mentioned in the act seriously and to deliver speedy orders.

The director of Janodaya a N.G.O that has also been working towards the 

welfare or women and children, Ms. Santosh Vaz started off by saying that this 
thwas her 17  session in the month of March, but this was different as she was 

speaking to people who actually are the endorsers of the law. She says women 

constitute 50% of the population and they are mothers to the other 50%. 

Whether corruption has entered the Judiciary is the question frequently

asked by women. Since 50% of the women are not economically sound, women 

can never think of leaving their marital homes. Common sense has

to be used while passing orders under this act. Some of the suggestions

she made for more effective implementation of the DV Act was to have 

alternative means of justice, that is to have N.G.O representatives to act as 

mediators. She ended her brief speech by saying that we have to think of

cost free justice for a woman.

Dr. Poornima, Senior Editor of Prajavani, a local newspaper, who has been 

writing articles for various magazines as well says women's issues have never 

been given justice in a fast track court. According to her, domestic violence is 

not new. It is in fact as old as the Ramayana, when Lord Rama asked his 

pregnant wife Seetha to leave her marital home as the common man in his 

kingdom had doubts about her character. There was no one to fight for Seetha 

but she took her own decision. She refused to go back to Lord Rama when he 

called her back, and instead returned to her mother, the Earth.

Mr. Sankoli who is also a senior faculty member or the Judicial Academy urged 

the magistrates present to become more sensitive to this issue. As the act itself 

mentions, the court can take alternate steps to help expedite the process, as 

the Judges are free to take a decision.

The last speaker of the day was Mr. Shashidhar Shetty Deputy Director, K.J.A 

and also a faculty member. He spoke about the challenges and restrictions 

faced by the Judges. According to him, orders cannot be passed arbitrarily. 

Serving warrant to the respondents was another big problem the courts were 

facing as Protections Officers are never present in the court halls. He however 
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accepted that it is the duty of the Judges to curtail lengthy proceedings in the 

D.V. Act, and also curtail filing of repeated applications. He also felt that cases 

can be settled through counseling or outside settlements. 

This was followed by an Open House Session where members of the audience 

were invited to ask questions. Smt. Rama a senior protection officer had some 

clarifications to the points raised by the previous speaker. She mentioned that 

there was provision for only one protection officer to be present in the court. 

She also mentioned that they were also under staffed and they were finding it 

very difficult to issue warrants to the respondents as finding the exact address 

was a major problem. She also said lots of women are coming forward with 

complaints of Domestic violence. She also feels interim orders are not passed, 

and suggested that exparte orders should be passed.

Smt. Saranya Hegde also quoted 2-3 cases which she had personally attended. 

In one case the mediators had questioned the credentials of the organizations. 

In another case the magistrate felt that if the husband was mentally harassing 

the wife even in the court, there was nothing wrong, as he was her husband.

The workshop concluded with a vote of thanks by Ms. Veena Pemmiah. It was 

well attended by over 100 participants, most of whom were magistrates, 

Protection Officers, from Bangalore and outside Bangalore and N.G.O heads 

from Bangalore. The Seminor was ably arranged by our General Secretary

Ms. Jyothi Bhandary.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

Smile Project.      

Subsequent to 'Operation Rakshane' a sting operation held in 2011 with a 

view to rescuing children from begging, the Smile project, was once again a 

sting operation jointly conducted by the city police, health department, 

Directorate of women and child, and a few selected NGOs with the purpose of 

trying to trace missing children, who had been forced into begging. Prior 

meetings were held to arrive at a proper strategy. Our Head Counsellor,

Ms. Shailaja Prakash was actively involved in these meetings. On the 

appointed day, the Police along with volunteers from the Directorate of Women 

and Child positioned themselves at vantage points. The team swung into 

action and caught women and children begging and relocated them to various 

shelter homes. A total of about 16 ladies along with children, were referred to 

the Dakshata Short Stay Home.  The rescued women were accommodated in 

the Samiti premises. Two Constables were posted to assist the counselors. 

One doctor from the health department, was deputed for a routine check-up of 

the rescued women. These women were at the shelter home for about 2 days, 

after which they were produced before the Child Welfare committee. Our 

warden, Ms.Nalini and the staff  looked after their physiological needs.

Ms. Shailaja Prakash, our Head Counsellor and Ms. Raksitha Assistant 

Counsellor were instrumental for the over all co-ordination of the project.

The Samiti received a lot of appreciation for their assistance and cooperation in 

the conduct of this operation.

Events and Exhibitions to showcase our handmade products:

NGO Market Day at Thomson Reuters

MDS was invited by Thomson Reuters as a part of their Corporate Social 

Responsibility to participate in an NGO Market Day to commemorate the 'Joy 
thof Giving' week.  The event was held at their Yemalur premises on 14  October 

2015 between 11 am and 6 pm.  We were one among twelve other NGOs who 

participated in the event.  

We displayed a wide range of our hand crafted products including All-purpose 

fabric bags, yoga bags, sling pouches, painted terracotta diyas, homemade 
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OPERATION  SMILE

NGO Market Day at Thomson Reuters

Mr Suresh Kumar,

DCP, North

having an overview

Formalities done in association

with police personnel 
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Ramanatsov

Depiction of

Sankranti Celebration

 by MDS

Display and sale of 

Handicrafts 

at Ladies Club,

Infantry Road
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chocolates and savories like Maddur Vadas and Murku. The sales were 

encouraging.  Each stall was requested to maintain a Track of NGO Sale form 

where we had to give details of the purchase, the cost, employee name and ID.  

We also set up an Information counter to speak to the visitors about the 

services that MDS provides and also distributed pamphlets to create 

awareness on our scope of work.

The Company had made all necessary arrangements for the stall in terms of 

furniture, place to put up our banner. They played excellent hosts and 

provided the participants with refreshments and a sumptuous lunch.  We are 

grateful to Thomson Reuters for giving us this platform to showcase our 

products.

thAn enriching cultural experience -  Ramanotsavam held on 14  December 

2015

Mahila Dakshata Samiti participated in a contest for Ramanotsavam on

th14  December 2015 at the Ramana Maharshi Centre for Learning (RMCL), 

Sanjaynagar.  The contest was a Global contest for Indian Theatre and Arts, 

organized jointly by RMCL and Sankara TV with it prime focus on the cultural 

Indian Heritage encompassing five streams – Music, Dance, Drama, Story 

Telling and Arts. 

MDS depicted the celebration of the Harvest Festival Sankranti. This festival is 

celebrated in many states of India and is known by different names in each 

state, Pongal in Tamilnadu, Sankranti in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Gujarat 

and Maharashtra, Bihu in Assam, Baisakhi in Punjab and Lohri in most of the 

thnorthern states. The festival falls on the same day every year, ie. 14  January 

and venerates the Sun God on its journey into the Northern hemisphere. 

We were allotted an 8 Ft x 8 Ft space for our contest.   The Participants created 

a God's Altar and decorated it with flowers, fruits, lamps and incense sticks. 

Pots were painted with vibrant colors and a variety of traditional sweets and 

offerings like Til laddus, Revdi, Sweet and savory Pongal, Sugarcane and other 

fruits were arranged at the base of the Altar. True to the tradition of the festival 
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where women adorn the entrance of their homes with colorful Rangolis or 

Kolams, the participants created a vibrant Rangoli with the theme of 

Sankranti depicting colorful pots with sweet offerings and sugarcane which 

was symbolic of the spirit of the festival. 

The Participants were dressed in traditional attire for the occasion 

representing the various states of India.  Colorful handmade posters were put 

up on the wall depicting 9 States – Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Maharashtra, Orrisa, Bengal, Assam, Gujarat and Punjab, giving details of the 

festival being celebrated in each region.  

Each participant received a certificate of Participation.

The event was coordinated by Vanaja Rao and assisted by Alka Murdeshwar 

and Amita Kini. The names of the participants were Meghana, Megha, 

Ashwini, Mamata and Pushpa.  A sumptuous lunch was provided to all by 

Mrs. Vanaja Rao.

NDSEMINAR HELD AT THE VIKAS SOUDHA ON 22  FEBRUARY 2016

The Ministry of State for Women and Child Development, Karnataka organized 

nda seminar on 22  February 2016 at the Vikas Soudha between 11 am and 2 

pm.  The purpose of the seminar was to discuss the role of women in social and 

economic development and ushering in a new era to promote women welfare 

through good governance and legislation. Members from the Central Social 

Welfare Board, Kannada and Culture, Department of Women and Child 

Development, and NGOs working for the cause of uplift of women in distress 

were part of the discussion.  Smt Bharati Devi, Director of Shree Shakti 

anchored the program.  The welcome address was given by Mrs. Shashikala 

Shetty, Jt Director WCD.  The Chief Guest was Smt. Umashree, Hon. Minister 

of State WCD.

The first speaker was Dr. R Shashi Kumar, Professor, Department of 

Economics, Bangalore University.  He spoke on the contribution of women to 

the socio economic development by first giving the world statistics and the 

global development index, and then spoke of the status of women in India, 
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UNDP initiatives, gender gaps, Governmental measures, five year plans, 

Reforms, and finally the list of Karnataka government initiatives of 2015.  

The second speaker was Smt Sumitra Acharya, Advocate who spoke on good 

governance and legislation. She spoke about the Karnataka Sakala Services 

Act which provides guarantee of services to citizens in the state. The project 

comes under the purview of the Principal secretary, Department of Personnel 

and Adminstrative reforms, Govt of Karnataka. Ms. Sumitra also spoke about 

the scope of the National Commission for Women which was instituted in the 

year 1990 to investigate and examine all matters relating to the safeguard 

provided for women under the Constitution and other laws.

The sessions were interesting, and after the two presentations, the 

participants were asked to put forth their views and concerns.  Ms. Saranya 

Hegde, President MDS voiced her concerns about delayed justice being justice 

denied as we have several cases pending.   Ms. Umashree thereafter addressed 

the audience. The session concluded with a vote of thanks by H. Krish.

MDS was represented by Mrs. Saranya Hegde, Mrs. Alka Murdeshwar and 

Ms.Usha Kamath

WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATION AT KANTEERAVA STADIUM

THON 8  MARCH 2016

The International Women's Day celebrations in Karnataka is growing from 

strength to strength. It is a global day that celebrates the social, economic, 

cultural and political achievements of women. True to the tradition followed by 

the Women and Child Welfare department in Karnataka, they announced their 

Annual awards for Women achievers who had made an indelible contribution 

towards society in fields such as Art, Education, Literature, Sports and social 

thwork.  The function was organized on the 8  of March 2016 at the Kanteerava 

Stadium, Bangalore. The program was inaugurated by the Honorable Chief 

Minister of Karnataka, Sri Siddaramiah, Ms. Umashree, Minister of State for 

Women and Child Development and the function was attended by several 

dignataries.
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Mahila Dakshata Samiti actively participated in the Exhibition Stalls that were 

set up on the grounds.  We set up an Information centre to create awareness 

about the activities our NGO is engaged in, and distributed pamphlets in 

Kannada and English to visitors.  We used the medium of collages to explain 

the societal evils like domestic violence and abuse of all kinds and how we work 

in provide succor to distressed women and children to overcome their trauma. 

We displayed our entire range of handmade products like fabric bags, 

pouches, cushion covers, painted terracotta lamps, sarees with fabric painted 

motifs in intricate designs, embroidered handkerchiefs etc.  We set up a 

separate catering stall with a variety of breakfast and lunch items, snacks and 

savories, sweets, beverages and juices along with the products of the Mahila 

Dakshata Samiti Griha Udyog.  The sales were encouraging and many 

dignitaries visited our stalls after the inauguration program and also by the 

general public. The stall was set up from 8.30 am to 4.30 pm. 

The event created a large window of opportunity for MDS in terms of visibility 

and spreading awareness on the kind of services we provide as a change 

enabler in society, and also an opportunity to sell our handmade products and 

catering items which gave a boost to these income generating ventures, 

proceeds of which go entirely for the training and rehabilitation of the inmates 

of the short stay home that we run. 

The team who participated in the event were Vanaja Rao, Usha Kamath, Alka 

Murdeshwar, Usha Naniah, Sheela Hegde, and members of the staff included 

Ms. Priyanka, Rehabilitation officer, Sri Ranjini, and Nalini along with inmates 

Pushpa, Ashwini and Meghana of our short stay home.  Mrs Saranya Hegde 

and Jyoti Bhandary graced the occasion and attended the Awards function 

along with Usha Kamath. 

The Event coordination and planning team included Ms. Saranya Hegde, Usha 

Kamath, Vanaja Rao, Sudha Shankar and Alka Murdeshwar with able 

assistance from the staff of MDS.
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WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS

Display of Handicrafts Food Stall 

Smt Motamma, MLC

along with

Ms Usha Kamath

visiting our stalls

Visit of

Smt. Vasanti Shivanna,

Chairperson, KSWDC
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MEDIA AND PUBLICITY
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MEDIA AND PUBLICITY

Thanks to adequate coverage by the Press and the electronic media 

all our activities have been highlighted time and again in all the 

leading newspapers and Tv channels in the State.

11.4.2015: President Saranya Hegde attended a program conducted by the 

local Kannada channel 'Samaya' TV where she spoke on Cyber-Crime and 

Women

24.5.2015: A Press meet was organized by us at the Press Club, Cubbon Road 

at 12p.m. All the leading newspapers as well as TV Channels covered the meet. 

Our President addressed the meet and answered queries as to why we

were conducting the event. Raj TV interviewed both Ms. Usha Kamath,

Vice President as well as Ms. Jyothi Bhandary, Genera Secretary individually 

on the activities of the Samiti.

22.2.2016: President Saranya S Hedge and Ms Alka Murdeshwar attended a 

programme at Vikas Soudha organized by the Directorate of women and child, 

Bangalore. This program was held to discuss the various problems faced by 

women in general and about women empowerment schemes.

8.3.2016: Our President Ms. Saranya S Hedge was interviewed by TV9 on the 

signifance of  Women’s Day Celebration.

24.3.2016: MDS in association with the Karnataka Judicial Academy hosted 

a half day workshop on “Delay in Disposal of cases of Domestic Violence 

against women”, causes and solution. The participants were magistrates and 

protection officers and representatives from NGOs. The inaugural program 

was covered live by Doordarshan and other TV channels.



ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE YEAR 2015-16

 Objectives of 

MDS

 

Activity carried out during 2014 Achieved

  

  

        Given shelter at Short Stay Home 

 i) women

ii) Children

Short Stay Home Residents

i) Reconciled with husband or family

ii) Job placements

iii) Set up their own household establishments

iv) Girls enrolled in schools and colleges

Cases registered and counseling given

a) Services to Geddalahalli Government School
adopted by MDS :

i) Mid-day meals per day for students in
association with ISCKON

ii) Note books and school supplies worth Rupees

iii) Medical attention for students

b) Services to Vidyaranyapura Government school

i) Note books and school supplies worth Rupees

ii) Medical attention for students number

c) Scholarships

i) School students

ii) College students

iii) Students doing eng and medicine

a) Hadonahalli Medical Clinic 

i) Patients to date registered at Medical clinic at
Hadonahalli

ii) Diabetic patients

b) Well women clinic

Awareness programmes

Workshop

83

58

35

34

12

06

155

80800
360

75400

360

37000

228

07

56

17

2500

150

683

5

1

Social
Responsibility

Healthcare

Education
and
Child Welfare

Family
Counseling
Centre

5.

4.

3.

2.
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CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

01.04.2015: Spandana Vanitha Sahayavani, at Malleshwaram police station 

organized a meeting of their volunteers who offer their services. Mr. Suresh 

(I.P.S) Bangalore north division presided over the meeting. Volunteers from 

N.G.O s and police inspectors from north division were the participants. Our 

Counselor Shailaja Prakash from Samiti attended the meeting.

03.04.2015: Maneka Gandhi ex union minister for women and child was in 

Bangalore to attend an all India B.J. P meet from 1-4-2015 to 4-4-2015.

She had allotted a slot for a meeting with some of the active N.G. Os who are 

working for the empowerment of women. President Saranya .S .Hegde along 

withMs.  Veena Pemmaih, Ms.Alka Murdeshwar met her for about 15 minutes.

11-04-2015: Samaya T.V a local Kannada channel had a discussion on 

cybercrime & women. Smt. Saranya S Hegde, President, Mahila Dakshatha 

Samiti wasthe main speaker of the programme.

22-04-2015: Vimochana women's rights organization held a demonstration 

near town hall to highlight the plight of an 8month pregnant women who was 

brutally harassed by her in-laws. This was a high profile case which was 

covered by the media (both print & electronic). Counselor Ms. Rakshitha and 

social work trainee Ms. Roopa from Dakshata Short Stay Home were also part 

of the demonstration.

05.05.2015: Mahila Dakshatha Samiti Counselor Ms. Shailaja Prakash 

attended a meeting at D.C.P office north Bangalore regarding the sting 

operation “Operation Smile”.

05-06-2015: Vimochana, a women's organization held a workshop on basic 

skills of counseling at their office premises. Counselors from Family 

Counselling Center and Dakshata Short Stay Home, Ms. Rakshitha and

Ms. Shubha attended the program.

17-06-2015: Counselor Rakshita was a guest speaker for a training program 

organized by NIPPICD for C.D.P. O of southern India. The topic given to the 

counselor was on the implementation of the D.V.Act.

09.07.2015: Mahila Dakshatha Samiti and Makkala Sahayavani, conducted 

on awareness programme on “good touch bad touch’’ for Government School 
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children of class,1 to 5. The programme was attended by the class teachers of 

the school and members of Mahila Dakshatha Samiti.

13.07.2015: C.D.P.O Yelahanka and Family Counselling Center Mahila 

Dakshata Samiti conducted an awareness programme on “Health & Hygiene” 

for the Anganawadi workers. The Program was held at Mahila Dakshatha 

Samiti Premises.

21.07.2015: Mahila Dakshatha Samiti and Parihaar conducted an awareness 

program for school children of Vidyaranyapura Government School for 
thchildren of 8, 9, &10 .Guest speaker Vibha Vergese spoke on child rights and 

child abuse.Smt Sheela Hegde and V.P. Vanaja Rao attended the meeting 

along with counselors from Family Counselling Center and other staff

25.07.2015: President Saranya. S .Hegde was invited to speak on “sexual 

harassment at workplace” at the Ashok Nagar Police station limits. The 

Inspector had organized this programme.

03.08.2015: Family Counselling Center Mahila Dakshata Samiti along

with Makkala Sahayavani had an awareness program for students of

M.E.S School, for classes 8, 9, 10th.The topic was on child rights. Members 

Ms.Jyothi Bhandary, Ms.Alka, Ms.Damayanthi and counselor Ms. Rakshitha 

attended the program .

11.08.2015: An awareness program for anganawadi workers was held at 

Yelahanka, Ms. Rakshita, Counselor spoke on the D.V Act.

14.08.2015: An awareness program on parenting skills was held at M.E.S 

College Vidyaranyapura. The participants were the parents of children 

studying in that college. The resource person was Smt.Uma Madan.

MS. Sheela Hegde, along with Ms. Padmashree attended the program.

29.08.2015: Xboom Utilities Student's Initiative of Dayanand Sagar College of 

Engineering organized a seminar on “women safety’’ for the college students. 

Smt. Saranya .S. Hegde was the Chief Guest of the seminar.  

03.09.2015: As part of their Academic project work, the students of Mount 

Carmel College had organized an event to showcase products made by NGO in 

the city. Mahila Dakshatha Samiti also participated in the event. Items made 

by the residents of Dakshatha Short Stay Home were also showcased.
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Ms. Rakshitha Counsellor from Family Counselling Center Ms. Lavanya from 

Dakshatha Short Stay Home along with a few residents from Dakshatha Short 

Stay Home attended the event.

09.09.2015:  President Saranya S. Hegde, General Secretary Jyothi 

Bhandary were invited to address the students of St. Joseph arts and Science 

College on basic life skills.

10.09.2015: Makkala Sahayavani, and Dakshata Family Counselling Center 

organized an awareness programme in Shree Raghavendra Ashrama High 

School Doddabomasandra for students fo 8,9, 10th.Ms. VibhaVergese,

who was the main speaker spoke about child rights and child abuse. 

Smt.Sheela Hegde member Mahila Dakshata Samiti along with 

Ms.Padmashree ,Ms.Rakshitha and Ms.Lavanya attended the program.

23.09.2015: NIIPCID held a 3 days' workshop for protection officers of the 

southern states on the implementation of the P.W.D. V. A2005. Ms. Rakshitha 

counselor Family Counselling Center Mahila Dakshata Samiti who 

represented Mahila Dakshata Samiti was asked to speak on networking and 

partnership of voluntary organization.  

13.10.2015: An awareness on “Study Skills” was organized by Mahila 
thDakshata Samiti for 10  std students, of M.E.S school. Ms. Uma Madan was 

the main speaker. Members Sheela Hegde and Smt. Usha Nanaih, along with 

Ms.Padmashree attended the program.

04.11.2015: An exhibition cum sales of products by NGO was organized at the 

ladies'club. Infantry Road members Ms. Veena Pemmaih, Ms.Kaveri 

Bheemiah, Ms.Alka Murdeshwar, and counselor Ms. Rakshitha participated 

in the event.

th27.11.2015: An awareness program on study skills was held for 10  std 

students of Vidyaranyapura Govt High School. Smt. Jyothi Bhandary, 

Ms.Padmashree and Ms. Rakshita represented Mahila Dakshata Samiti. 

Mr.Pradeep from Makkala Sahayavani  spoke on the subject.

27.11.2015: Students of the Government Primary & Secondary School 

Geddalahalli were taken for a visit to Kempe Gowda International Airport 

Devanahalli.Smt Sudha Shankar and Alka Ms.Murdeshwar from Mahila 

Dakshata Samiti accompanied the students.
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14.12.2015: Ramana Maharshi Center for Learning at Sanjaynagar organized 

a cultural event “Ramanotsav”. Residents of Dakshata Short Stay Home 

dressed in traditional costume of the various states of India, participated in the 

event Ms. Alka Murdeshwar and Smt. Vanaja Rao represented Mahila 

Dakshata Samiti.

14.12.2015: An awareness programme on “Attainment of Puberty” was held 
thfor 8  std students of Vivekananda School, Sahakar Nagar. Smt. Jyothi 

Bhandary General Secretary was the main Speaker. Ms.Rakshitha Counselor 

of Dakshata Family Counselling Center, MDS  was also present.

22.01.2016: Smt Saranya Hegde attended a meeting at transport department 

Shantinagar, on “Workplace Harassment”.

20.02.2016: Vice President Ms. Usha Kamanth attended a programme 

organized by Vanitha Sahayavani on domestic violence. The seminar was held 

at the Seminar Hall, Police Commissioner's Office.

22.02.2016: The Directorate of Women & Child held a program at Vikas 

Soudha to discuss the various problems women in general face and also

the empowerment schemes of the department. Smt Saranya Hegde and 

Ms.Alka Murdeshwar attended the programme.

01.03.2016: President Saranya S.Hegde & Vice President Ms. Usha Kamath 

attended the meeting at Vikas Soudha to review the suggestions made at the 

previous meeting which was held on 22.02.2016.

24.03.2016: Mahila Dakshatha Samiti in Association with the Karnataka 

Judicial academy hosted a half day workshop on “Delay in Disposal of Cases of 

Domestic Violence against Women, Causes and Suggestions”. The 

participants were magistrates, protection officers and representatives from 

NGOs.
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THE ROAD AHEAD

Our vision for the future includes:

Opening of an Old Age Home

Setting up of income generating units

Conducting more and more training programs for women to make them 

economically empowered

Continue to hold orientation programs in schools and colleges thereby 

contributing to character moulding of the future generation 

Looking back, it has been a very satisfying year, one which fills us with a sense 

of accomplishment at the achievement of some of our targets.

 Kudos to all our Committee members for all their hard work and toil, for any 

measure of success attained, is solely due to their efforts and those of our 

dedicated staff who left no stone unturned in assisting us in the realization of 

our dreams.

'The ultimate goal of all revolutionary change is to establish the sanctity 

of human life, the dignity of mankind, the right of every human being to 

liberty and well being' – Emma Goldman

As we step into the 25th year of our Organization, it is this change that we

seek to achieve through our multipronged approach of health, education, 

empowerment and equality of women. In the years to come the Samiti will 

continue to strive to raise the status of women in our Country and create a 

Society where women are treated on par with their male counterparts, with the 

dignity and respect they deserve.

Jyothi Bhandary

Gen.Secretary

Mahila Dakshata Samiti
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  OUR SINCERE THANKS

‘Blessed are those that that can give without remembering and receive 

without forgetting’

We are deeply indebted to 

Dr.Kalman Narayan for his generous ongoing donation towards education all 

these years. His yearly contribution has helped us facilitate the educational 

needs of those in pursuit of higher education.

Give India Foundation

We are indeed deeply indebted to Give India Foundation for showcasing

our cause and thereby raising a handsome sum for us through their donors 

for our initiatives, be it scholarships to needy students to pursue higher 

education or nutritious mid-day meals for children or general funds to enable 

us in the implementation of our initiatives.  We deeply appreciate your 

desire to help us carry on the good work. Our sincere thanks to all at Give

 India Foundation and their donors.

Sir Ratan Tata Trust

We take this opportunity to express our profound gratitude to the Sir Ratan 

Tata Trust for their contribution towards the welfare of the Short Stay

Home residents. This initiative on their part has enabled us to raise the

self-esteem of these distraught women and empower them with the requisite 

skills to face life's challenges with confidence.

JRD Tata and Thelma J Tata Trust

We express our sincere gratitude to the JRD Tata and Thelma J Tata Trust

for supporting our initiatives in Primary Health Care in villages and for

urban economically disadvantaged families including children of 

Government Schools.
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Dada Amar Trust

We are extremely grateful to the Dada Amar Trust for their constant supply of 

food grains for the residents of the Short Stay Home.

Community Services of Bangalore

We are thankful to the Community Services of Bangalore for believing in us, 

championing our cause and contributing generously year after year.

Central Florida Foundation

We express our gratitude to Central Florida Foundation for granting 

scholarships to students of the Short Stay Home.

The Shenoi Family

Words cannot express the gratitude we feel for Mr. P V Shenoi and family  for 

their massive contribution both financially as well as by way of dedicated 

service towards the welfare of the Samiti. It would be no exaggeration to say 

that Ms. Shalini Shenoi has been the backbone of the Organization and has 

served it passionately ever since its inception.



                                 ACKNOWLEGEMENTS

WE ARE GRATEFUL TO

The following regular Donars towards all our Projects

1) Dada Amar Trust

2) Mr. Ananth Iyer ( Personal Touch Services India Pvt Ltd)

3) Community Service of Bangalore

4) Micro Labs

Education

1) Dr. Kalman  Narayan

2) Ms. Shanthi  Pai ( Central Florida Foundation)

3) Give India Foundation

Donation towards Books for Government School

1. Ms Vimala Konchady

2. Mrs Sudha Jalan

3. Mr Bijoy Goenka

4. Mr Ramachandra Raju

5. Mr Manjunath

6. Mrs Sudha L

7. Mr Gautam R Kini

8. Mr Apporva Borcar

9. Ms Lakshmi Vaidya

10. Mr Shashikiran S Mullur

11. Mr C V Vishveshwara

12. Ms Supriya Singh

13. Ms Lavanya Sankaran

14. Mr D M Purnesh

15. Ms Parul Hari Kumar
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Donation towards Kind

1. Ms Sarita Hegde Roy- Large Whirlpool Fridge, Washing Machine

For Services rendered to Health Care Centre

1) Dr. Naresh Shetty – Chief Administrator M S Ramaiah Hospital

2) Dr. Medha Rao- Asssociate Dean

3) Dr. Narendranath- Chief Administrative at Ramaiah Hospital.

4) M S Ramaiah Teaching Hospital and team of Doctors.

5) Dr. Shobha Baliga

6) Dr. Suparna

7) Dr. Rama Mani

8) Dr. Prabha Jagota

9) Dr. Laura Naik

Health Care For School Children

1) Dr. Shamala Pushkaraiah

2) Dr. Shankar Hegde

3) Dr. Naveen Kini

Doctors For Short Stay Home

1) Dr Suparna

2) Dr Shobha Baliga

Diabetic Clinic

1 Dr Sanjay Reddy – Bangalore Diabetic Hospital and his teams of

Doctors and technicians.

2. Dr Sunanda

3. Dr Poornima 
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Pharmacist

1) Mr GunduRao

2) Mr Madhusudan

3) Mr Sandeep

4) Mr Sridhar Hebbar

5) Mr. Srinivas

Free Legal Aid Service

1) Ms Ambika S-  Legal Advisor

Well Women Clinic

We run the WWC in association with BIOCON Foundation Arogya Raksha 

Yojana with special emphasis on Cervical Cancer Screening. We also run a 

general clinic for general ailments. We run a blood testing facility for thyroid in 

association with Abbot India ltd.

For Computer service

1) Mr. Manu Konchady

2) Mr. Abdul Karim

Chartered Accountants

Ashraf, Sharmila, collegues and staff of Messers, Converging Minds 

Management Private ltd for free auditing of  Mahila  Dakshata Samiti 

accounts .
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LIST OF DONORS 2014-15
From April 2014 to March 2015

           Name and Address                          Sl. No  Particulars Amount   

101

1 Give India Foundation 10,19,242 Education(Scholarship to meritorious student)

2 JRD and Thelma J Tata Trust 9,90,000 Donation towards  Health Care

3 Mr Pramod Shenoi 5,88,000 Donation towards MDS charities

4 Mr Kalman Narayan 3,07,293 Donation towards Education

5 Hutti Gold Mines Co. Ltd 2,94,000 Sponsorship for fund raising

6 Fund Raising Event 3,30,562 Tickets Amount

7 Ms Shalini Shenoi 1,70,620 Donation towards Education

8 Canara Bank 1,96,000 Sponsorship for fund raising

9 Community Services Bangalore 1,00,000 Donation towards  Health Care

10 Syndicate Bank   73,500 Advertisement in souvenir 

11 BESCOM   50,000 Advertisement in souvenir

12 Marriage Fund   40,940 Donation towards  MDS Charities

13 Ms. Snehalatha   35,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

14 Ms Anuradha Pai(Florida Foundation)   33,950 Donation towards Education

15 Mr .Manu Konchady   31,860 Donation towards MDS Charities

16 Dr Shobha Baliga   31,000 Donation towards MDS Charities

17 Classic Wine Mall Ltd   25,000 Advertisement in souvenir

18 Charted Housing Pvt ltd   25,000 Advertisement in souvenir

19 Hical Technologies   25,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

20 Ms.Lavanya Shankaran   25,000 Donation towards Govt School Books

21 Kale Homes (P)Ltd   25,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

22 Synergy Properties Development Services Ltd   25,000 Advertisement in souvenir

23 Corporation Bank   25,000 Advertisement in souvenir

24 Youth Service   25,000 Advertisement in souvenir

25 Department of Tourism   25,000 Advertisement in souvenir

26 Dr.Shobha   10000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

27 Ms.Saranya .S.Hegde   18,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

28 Ms.Vimala Konchady   20,000 Donation towards Govt School Books

29 Ms.Sudha .L   20,000 Children's day Program & Books

30 Karnataka Silk Industries Corp   20,000 Advertisement in souvenir

31 Mr Ananth Iyer(Personal touch India services ltd)   17,000 Donation towards MDS Charities

32 Dr.Varini Kumar   15,500 Donation towards MDS Charities

33. Dr.Shyamala Pushkaraiah   12,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

34 Mr.K.Balachandra Rao   10,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

35 Ms.Usha .P.Rai   10,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities



           Name and Address                          Sl. No  Particulars Amount   
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36 Ms.Prafulla Williams   10,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

37 Ms.Damayanthi Ravikumar   10,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

38 Ms.Supriya Singh   10,000 Donation towards School Books

39 Ms.Geetha Shetty   10,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

40 Mr.D.M Purnesh   10,000 Donation towards School Books

41 Ms.Parul Harikumar,(K.N Guruswamy Charitable Trust)   10,000 Donation towards School Books

42 Mr.Chandrashekar Iyer   10,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

43 Ms.Gowri Shenoi   10,000 Donation towards MDS Charities

44 Mr.C.K.Shankar   10,000 Children's day Programme

45 Dr.Shobha   10,000 Donation towards MDS Charities

46 Dr.Suparna     9,000 Donation towards MDS Charities

47 Mr.Ravishankar     7,000 Donation towards Education

48 Mr.Shridhar Hebbar     6,750 Donation towards  MDS Charities

49 Dr.Prabha Jagota   6,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

50 Mr.D M Purnesh     6,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

51 Ms.Shruthi     5,162 Donation towards  MDS Charities

52 Mr.Suresh Shymasundar     5,055 Donation towards  MDS Charities

53 Mr.Nikhil Nanjaiah     5,015 Donation towards  MDS Charities

54 Mr.Manjunath     5,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

55 Ms Sudha Jalan     5,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

56 Khadi and Village Industries     5,000 Advertisement in souvenir

57 Ms.Sudha Jalan     5,000 Donation towards School Books

58 Mr. Shashikiran,S.Mallur     5,000 Donation towards School Books

59 C.V Vishweshwara Rao     5,000 Donation towards School Books

60 Karnataka Road Development corporation     5,000 Advertisement in souvenir

61 Ms.Nirmal Periwal     5,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

62 Dr.Kiran Shankar     5,000 Donation towards children's day celebrations

63 Mr.Ramachandra Nayak     5,000 Donation towards MDS Charities

64 Mr.Manuramaswamy     5,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

65 Ms.Lakshmi Samak     4,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

66 Mr.Virasp Battiwala     4,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

67 Dr.Laura Nayak     3,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

68 P.I.D.B.T.Project G.K.V.K     3,300 Donation towards  MDS Charities

69 Ms.Apoorva Borkar     3,000 Donation towards Childrens Day

70 Mr.Gowtam.R. Kini     3,000 Donation towards School Books
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71 Ms.Vanaja Rao     3,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

72 Ms.Vyjayanthi     3,000 Donation towards Childrens  day

73 Mr.Madhusudhan     2,750 Donation towards  MDS Charities

74 Ms Jayashree.V     2,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

75 Ms V Jayashree     2,500 Donation towards MDS Charities

76 Mr.Srinivas     2,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

77 Mr.Gudurao     2,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

78 Ms.Ambica S     2,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

79 Ms.Siyona     2,000 Donation towards Govt School  children's day celebration

80 T.N Gopalan     2,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

81 Ms.Chinmayi     2,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

82 Mr.Shishir Roplekar     2,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

83 Mr Bijoy Goenk     2,000 Donation towards School Books

84 Mr.Apoorva Borkar     2,000 Donation towards School Books

85 Ms.Lakshmi Vaidya     2,000 Donation towards School Books

86 Mr.H.S Kamath     2,000 Donation towards School Books

87 Ms.Shailaja Prakash     2,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

88 Mr.Naveen     2,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

89 Mr.Madhusudhan     1,750 Donation towards  MDS Charities

90 Ms.Ambiaca.S     1,600 Donation towards  MDS Charities

91 Ms.Roopa     1,596 Donation towards  MDS Charities

92 Ms.Ambica S     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

93 Mr.Gundurao     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

94 Ms.Jayalakshmi     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

95 Ms.Anju      1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

96 Ms.Thulasi     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

97 Ms.Anandhi     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

98 Ms.Subadra     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

99 Ms.Gayathri     1,500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

100 Ms.Tara Shetty     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

101 Ms.Ashwini     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

102 Ms.Deepa     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

103 Ms.Shamika Bhat     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

104 Ms.Suvarna     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

105 Ms.Vidhubala     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities
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106 Ms.Dr.Shailaja Rao     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

107 Ms.Sowmya .S.K     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

108 Ms.Sri Ranjini     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

109 Ms.Geetha     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

110 Ms.Padmavathi Panduranga Charities     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

111 Mr Sheshadri Prativadi     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

112 Ms.Lakshmi Vaidya     1,000 Donation towards Education

113 Mr.S.Balaram     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

114 Mr.Ramachandra Raj     1,000 Donation towards School Books

115 Mr.Manjunath     1,000 Donation towards School Books

116 Ms.Bharathi     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

117 Dr.Ramaamani     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

118 Mr.Satish Mahale     1,000 Donation towards  MDS Charities

119 Ms.Vasanth Kumari        600 Donation towards  MDS Charities

120 Ms.Swarnalatha       500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

121 Mr.Amiti Kini        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

122 Mr.Lalitha K.S        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

123 Ms.Sri Ranjini        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

124 Ms.Kasturi Kini        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

125 Dr.Thyagarajan        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

126 Mr.Sandeep        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

127 Ms.Sana        500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

128 Ms.Manjula  500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

129 Ms.Sunitha  500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

130 Ms.Chaithra  500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

131 Ms.Mohseena  500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

132 Ms.Pankaja  500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

133 Ms.Shilpa Pradeep  500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

134 Ms.Veena Pemmaiah 500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

135 Ms.Gayathri 500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

136 Ms. Vasuki 500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

137 Ms . Amita Kini 500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

138 Mr .Gautam Kini 500 Donation towards  MDS Charities

139 Ms.Savitha        400 Donation towards  MDS Charities

140 Ms. Shwetha Ravi        350 Donation towards MDS Charities
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Position on 
No. of

meetings 

Remuneration
and

reimbursements 

Distribution of staff according to salary levels as on 31/03/2016 

Slab of gross salary plus 

benefits (Rs per month)  

Male (Nos)

 

Female (Nos)

 

Total (Nos)

 

<5000    14 14 

5,000 - 10,000    03  04 

10,000 - 25,000      

25,000 - 50,000    01 01 

50,000 - 1,00,000   - - 

1,00,000 > - -

    

-

-

-

01

-

Total 02 24 26

06 0701

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Details of Board Members as on 31/03/2016  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saranya S.Hegde

Shalini Shenoi

Usha Kamath

Vanaja Rao

Jyothi Bhandary

Alka Murdeshwar

Veena Pemmaiah

Sudha Sahankar

Sneha Latha

Amita Kini

Kaveri Bheemaiah

Damayanthi Ravikumar

Usha Nanaiah

Dr.Shobha Baliga

Sheela Hegde

Vedavathi Shetty

Lalitha K.S

Malathi

Parvathi Hegde

President

Vice President

Vice President

Vice President

Gen Secretary

Secretary, MDS

Secretary, SSH

Treasurer

Treasurer SSH

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

12

12

08

09

11

12

07

11

03

10

04

03

08

09

10

04

07

03

03



Board members 

No board member, volunteer or staff member has been remunerated
for international travel.  

  

 Name Designation Remuneration 
(in Rs.) 

honorar

Operational Head of the 
organisation: (including 

ium): 
Saranya S. Hegde President

 
NIL

 

Highest paid person in the 
organisation (staff or 
consultant): 

Shylaja Prakash
 

Senior

Counselor

 

30000

 

Lowest paid person in the 
organization 

consultant):

(staff or 
 
Satya

 
Nursery School
Ayah

 

750

 

- 2 -

Total cost of international travel by all personnel (including volunteers) and 
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